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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Until a few years ago the age group known as young adults was 
a neglected area in Christian Education. Today there is an increased 
awareness and interest in the need for adequate young adult Chris-
tian Education in the local church. 
The distinctive mark of the American society is the young 
married couple and its family. A glance at the many advertisements 
shows that they are keyed to young adults. But the church, untU 
very recently, has made little difference in the grading of adults. 
Because the interests and needs of adults are so widespread young 
adults often feel that there is nothing the church offers of vital 
interest to them. 
I. 1'HE PROBW1 
Statement£!~ ~roblem. The writer has become aware that 
there is a lack of young adult Christian Education in man;y local 
churches. This area of need has been pointed up in nearly ever;r 
course in the Christian Education department of Western Evangelical 
Seminary. Figures of the of conversion have consistently in-
dicated that few young adults become Christians. 
The problem of this study was to make an analytical and crea-
tive examination of adult Christian Education. The stuqy was designed 
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(1) to examine the related needs and interests of young adults; (2) to 
survey the development of adult Christian Eduoation in 1\.mericaJ (3) to 
make a critical analysis of current philosophies of Christian educa-
tionJ (4) to consider an evangelical philosophy of Christian Education 
relative to young adultsJ and (5) to propose a method and curriculum 
based upon the consideration of the philosophy for young adult Chris-
tian Education. 
To convey the connotation of an analytical ~~ creative study, 
the word •critique• was used in the title of this study. 
Justification£!~ ~tudz• An examination of the materials 
available in the area of young adult Christian Education revealed • 
general lack of a complete textbook on all the phases of teaching this 
age group. There were several brief texts that dealt with some spe-
cialized areas. There were few books examined that treated the entire 
subject of adult Christian Education. 
Most of the writing in the area of adult Christian Education 
has been written from sources closely allied with Liberal and Reo-
orthodox scholarship. This alliance has resulted in different 
definitions, aims, and purposes. 
Therefore, this study is justified as a m.uch needed examination 
and proposil for young adult Christian Education in the local church 
within the framework of Evangelical Christianity. 
II. DEJ.l'INITIONS 
For the purposes of this study, certain words were defined as 
listed below. 
Re~isious education. The term religious education is a general 
term meaning the process of learning that is related to religion. 
Christian Education. This term poin'l:is up a distinctive type of 
religious education. This is defined as the process 'l:ieeehing the 
individual prior to, and/or followingJ the Christian experience of 
conversionJ the teaching of the individual in a maturing relationship 
with. ChristJ and, the teaching of the individual to assume the respon-
sibilities of Christian living. 
Evanselice~. This is a theological position with a distinctive 
view regarding the Scriptures, Jesus Ghrist and his atoning deeth, 
and the nature of man. This vielf is further outlined ir1 Chapter V • 
Orthodox. In this study orthodox is defined as the acceptance 
of the doetrjnes of the church as stated 
consistent with the Scriptures. 
the ecumenical councils, 
PhilosoE!!l 2! education., Philosophy of education is the science 
that states, examines, and evaluates the basic priniiples and presuppo. 
sitions of education. 
Educational ;enilosoe&• This term is concerned with the basic 
elements of educational procedure and method. 
Yoppg adults. Individuals who have recently accepted the 
responsibil:tties o:t adultnood are called young adults in this study. 
This term is further defined in Cnapter II. 
Cttrrioulum. All the experiences used to guide the leal'11Gr 
tmfard the fulti.lment of the goal or aim of Chri.stian Education are 
defined as the curricult1lllo 
Curriculum materials. These are tools used lrJ both teacher and 
learner to meet the aim ot the total curriculum. These may include 
printed books, manuals, pictures., audio and visual aids. 
Eleetive o,oursg. Elective courses are study units selected by 
a group undertaking one subject for a certain period of time. This 
term is examined in Chapter VI. 
Small p:ou,2 methods. These methods are defined as the division 
of' larger groups :f'or the purpose of better individual participation. 
These are further cafined in Chapter \~I. 
III. BASIC THEOLOOICAL ASSUMPTION 
For this study it was assmned that the theological basis is 
the determining factor in the phllosoptq-1 method, aim, and purpose of 
Christian Education. The Evangelical theological position is the bamc 
presupposition this study • 
IV • LIMITATION OF THE STUDY 
Because of the broadness of the subject, it was necessar~ to 
make a survey examination of the maJ:W areas o£ young adult Christian 
Education. It was felt that this approach wotU.d have more value than 
a rather detailed work in an:y one of the particular areas. 
V • METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
The basic assumption that a pbilosopby of Christian Education 
is based on a theological position necessitated a statement of posi-
tion and a.n exam.ination of philosophies of education. Thia ltas 
followed a study of yowg adults, their :needs and lnteref:rts. 
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\14110 AR.E YOUNG ADULTS? 
C&PTER II 
WHO ARE YOUl~G ADULTS? 
The church has traditional~ olassiried its members into three 
groupings 1 childhood, youth, and adulthood. Childbood is eona:td-
eretl to extend through. twelve years of age, youth from twelve through 
twenty•four, and adulthood from twenty-five and up. But it is quite 
obvious that the twenty-five-year-old has ver,y little in common with 
the sevetlty•i'ive-year-old, yet both are classified as adults. 
Because of the broad span, adults are now being considered 
in three general groupingsa young adult, middle adult, md older adult. 
The purpose this chapter is to examine the characteristics 
of young adults, their interests and needs, and their importance to 
the church. 
I. DEFINITION OF YOUNG ADULTHOOD 
The lines used to define young adulthood are lines that are not 
rigidly set. This group di.ffers from. the grading of children and 
youth in that it is done no longer along the biological lines of devel-
o~~t. Adulthood does not always require age grad:tng.l For adminis-
trative purposes there must 
There bave been 
some definition of young adults. 
suggested for tbe grouping of young 
adults. One writer class:U.'ies all persons between twenty-five and 
thirty-five as young adults.l Studies incorporated into Adult 
Guide of the Evangelical United Brethren Church show t!.""., ....... ,A£1,Q 
young adults as followst (l) "older youth end young adults, 18-23;1 
(2) "young adults, 24-28J" {3) •young adults, 29·35."2 Some have 
arbitrarily set a line so that those under twenty-tour would be in 
those over would in the adult bracket. This did 
not last long because me~ married before they were twenty, the major-
ity before they were twenty-four. It see:mea ludicrous to classify 
married people in the youth department, so marriage became the erite• 
definition that adults up to thirty•.five include those who 
have finished school, n~rried, ere self-supporting, or are in 
the armed se:rvices.3 
definition used in this study classifies adults as 
those who have either finisb.ed tb.eir fo1"1l'lal education and started in 
their life's work, married and establishing homes., and/or b.ave accepted 
adult :responsibilities. 
To understand the characteristic problems of young adults, it 
necessar.y to understand the interests and needs o£ young adults. 
lrindley B. Edge, Teaeb.ins £2!. fi,esult;?, p. na. 
2The Adult Gu.id,, P• 12 • 
.%eorge Gleason, Singl~ 'lt~ Adults!!!~ Church, p. 2. 
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Interests and needs are two important factors in young adult 
Christian Education. The church has plagued wi tb. the probltD of 
meeting needs while attempt:l.l"..g to be of interest to the learners. At 
the other extreme are those lb o are teytng so hard to make . religion 
interesting that the deeper needs of the learners are never met. Both 
needs and interests are necessary relevant in the educational 
program for young adults. 
An interest may be described as anything that produces a J,!;;ll:ii.J..!,.u~ 
of wanting to know more about a thing, or wanting to see it; or to do 
something about it; or own it1 or share itJ or take part in it. 
interest has the power to raise these kinds of feelin.gs.l 
A need is simply a useful or desired thing that is lacking. It 
may be strongly desired so that the 
forth to supply the laek.2 
is willing to put effort 
Most adult learning comes when there is a sense of that 
causes the individual to reach for new information and understanding. 
Most learning takes place when there 
and things seen only in 
outlines. Back of this approach to learru.ng must be so.'Ue sense a 
need, and a desire to find a solution for that need. All of this 
be quite vague; yet there must be an uneasiness about the present 
situation, a recognition that all is not quite as it. should be, and a 
lz.ig:Je r, 2.12• oit.,. P• 3.3. 
2Ibid. 
-
ll 
Christian Education to be effective must meet the needs of young 
adults, while at the same time, mald.ng it of vital interest to the 
impossible to llst all the inter-
eats of young adults. Because of this, the curriculum for young 
adults m.ust be broad enough to include the greatest number of tbese 
There are some differences between the interests and needs of 
single young adults and those of married young adults. These are 
examined brie~ in the next sections. 
III. SINGLE YOUNG ADULTS 
In community of one thousand persons a little more than three 
hundred of them would be young adults. t"!ore than one hundred in this 
typical community would be single older youth and single young adults.l 
Single young adults have distinctive needs and interests. Fre-
quently they are making some of the major decisions of their lives 
concerning their vocation, whether to get married or not, and the 
basic values by which to guide their actions. This period can be a 
time of loneliness as they face life and 1 ts llfecisions. In their 
decisions they need tb.e help and guidance of the cb.urch. 
Single young adults :n.eed a group to whieb. they can belong and in 
lh ieh they can think through the baste questions o:£ life which confront 
them. They need recreational activities so that tb.ey may become ac-
quainted w:ttb. others in the eb.ureh wb.o nave sim.1lar standards, beliefs, 
28 
lRobert s. Clemmons, :!'!:!Christian Eduoatis .2! Youns !duJ.t,p.,.. 
. P• • 
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needs, and problems. 
They need help in preparing for marriage. They want to under-
stand the factors that uke marriage a success, such as, lack of 
confiict with parents, similar ecial and famil;y background, vital 
religious activity during youth, emotional stability, relatively 
equal education, overcoming fear of sex and parenthood, and develop... 
emotional independer.ce from parents. They wnt to an 
interpretation of the meaning of Christian lrl!&rriage and to work out 
their plans according to it. 
Because some will not marry they need help in making successful 
life adjustments without it. They need to discover creative careers 
1n which they will find satisfaction. There should be recreational 
outlets in which. to meet other persona who are single young adults. 
They need learn how to develop groups o£ friends with whom they 
can share interests and life. Within the church they need to find a 
place to serve and make useful contributiOn& and grow toward Christian 
maturity.1 
Single young adults are a 1im1 ted group in the local church, and 
often there is only a small group, but they should never disc rim-
inated against. The church should value them as individuals, and 
provide to meet their needs in the best ways possible. 
IV • l4ARRIED YOUNG ADULTS 
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experiences that are newt getting married, adjusting to niarried life; 
and having a baby. Husband and litfe1 both young adults, are thrust 
into these new experiences often without adequate preparation. Young 
adults need help in adjusting in n~rriage, planning for parenthood, 
co-operating with the church school nurser,y, developing religious 
practices in the home, and establishing Christian families in the 
community .1 
During the years of earl;:r married li£e1 young adults need help 
in making adjustments. They need help in family finances, new types 
of demonstrating affection and mutual confidence,. ways of handling 
personal conflicts and ways of adjusting to in-laws. Young adults 
need assistance in making wholesome plans for parenthood through an 
understanding of sex roles 1 guidar1ee in making provision for econOmic 
costs, S'llggestions in providing adequate maternal medical care for 
information about the l'Iaya of affecting the child's 
attitudes and behavior, as well as guiding the child's development. 
The church may not be able to meet these needs directl;:r 1 but it is 
necessar,y that the church be aware of these needs and their implica-
tions to young adult Christian Education. 
Young adults need help in lean1ing how to interpret the religious 
implications of the church nurser.y school.2 The.y may need to see the 
relationship of the home to the educational procedures of the ohurch 
school. 
lzeigler, .22• c1t., P• 13. 
C! 
1 
2Elizsbetb w. Von Hagen, .!!'!!Cradle~ DeP!rtmen,t !?.£ 2 ~u.ndaz 
..,choo • 
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The religious experiences and practices of the home are often 
neglected by young adults. They need to see the responsibility and 
opportunity of a Chl"istian home. 
Yo'Wlg adults need help in discovering ways in which they may 
influence community life b;r working for better housing conditions, 
better playground feollities and leadership, a comprehensive program 
o:t adult education,~ improved public schools, and other important issues 
o:t the community. 
Beside the adjustments of marriage and fafllil.y lite there are 
often adjustments to be made :regarding vocation. Tbere are adjustments 
to be made when young adults begin new jobs. They must adjust to the 
status the job gives them, the ways to cope with fatigue, am the ways 
to improve working conditions. The attitudes which one takes toward 
his work are of supreme importance. They may be the cause of success 
or faUure. In adjusting to the work group, the young adult must 
determine his rooral standards and his relationships with other people. 
The sev..se o:t Christian vocation must influence the adult in the way 
he works, and in his nlationships with others of his work group. 
There is a great deal of mobility among young adults who are 
seeking e:m.plo.yment. Many follow the construction projects and move 
from place to place. Others are transferred by fir.ma to other cities. 
Some are grouped in military defense oOl.'!Miunities and are shifted by 
the changing plans. Because of the high rate of movement, there is a 
need tor religious training for young adults in the places where they 
are located. This prasull".es that the church will be aware of these 
people and do the task of Christian Education. 
15 
The characteristics of both single and married young adults are 
similar .. and tile church r~tust help meet the needs and interests both 
V • THE CHURCH !liD YOUNG ADULTS 
youth, 
to the 
Young adults most often need to be contacted by the church# 
invited, and involved 
Some of these left the church school high school graduation 
did not feel the need for religious training srrrJ• lo:nger. 
others felt church school was only "kids"• The church 
the 
church home when their child reaches the age of 
Because they are in the habit of taldng their small children vrith 
th.ell11 they· w:Ul usually bri.ug them. to tha church school. will 
eontil1u.e habit of children, instead 
which parents partieipate.2 
lMerle Edison Fish, Jr., "A Church Prof,ram for .,~--·-- Adults,n 
~ Bethasz Guide, P• 30. 
2Ethel L. Schaumberg, "Let's Give 
J.dulte.," .!!:!. Settle& ~uid.E:,• P• 27. 
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children.l It is in t,hese areas that the church nmst offer a vital 
progrsn1 of young adult Christian Education. 
These young adults should be recruited into the church for the 
contribution the.y can make to the church program. Their families 
should be cultivated by the churchJ their babies enrolled in the 
cradle roll of the Sunday church school; their children in the church 
school classesJ and, the parents in a vital teaching program of the 
church. 
There are many contributions W1 ioh young adults can make to the 
church. The church that does not capitalize with this group is miss-
ing a growing opportunity • The future of the church depends upon the 
activities of men and women in their twenties and thirties.2 This 
group provides the greatest source of leadership and workers for the 
church. Young adults can be the backbo~ of the large and small 
church, and church school leadersh1p.3 
In Sllil'lll1Bey young adults are those llho have finished their educe-
tion and have entered their vocation, married and established their 
homes, and have accepted adult responsibilities. The interests and 
needs of young adults are distinctive in that they are in the process 
maturing. Many young narents bring their children to the church 
school. These young adults must be contacted by the church, invited 
2aleason, 21?.• ill•• P• 9. 
3virgil E. Foster, 8 Tha Church and Our Adults," Protestant 
Churct:, P• 110. 
11 
to participate, and involved in the program of the church. The 
church needs a program for reaching and teaching these young adults. 
CHAPTER III 
HISTORICAL SKETCH OF ADULT CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
CHAPTER III 
HISTORIG.LT.. SKETCH OF ADULT CHRISTIAN EDUCJ\TION 
Adult education has not always been evident in Christian Educa-
tion as it is in this present day. In an examination of the history 
of adult education in the Protestant church, and more specifically in 
t,he United States, it must be realized tnat the philosophy, economic, 
religious and social conditions determine the emphasis in adult reli-
gious education. This chapter is concerned with a brief historical 
sketch tracing adult Christian Education. It will also consider other 
related elements which will lend interest and color to the study. 
I. PROTESTANT ADUL'l' CHRISTIAN EDUCA'l'ION lN EUROPE 
Before turning to historical study of adult education in 
America, a background of its use may be seen following the outset of 
the Reformation Movement. 
Following the revolt of Luther against the Roman Church, he 
realized the need of education so that the individual could rightly 
use his own freedoms. The Renaissance had emphasized the return to 
learning, even on the part of the laymen. The invention of the print-
ing press and the production of the Bible in the vernacular of the 
people made it necessar,r that the.y should be able to read. Along with 
this Luther wrote a catechism in the language of the people. This 
training was to be done in the home both for the purpose or teaching 
adults. 
l.ifi1''illintUI! II. *lSCJlJI 
2;tbW·· P• 
ltb:Ld., P• m. 
20 
saw the possiblli t,y of using Sunday for instructioo.l He gathered men 
who were idly standing at the street comers of the cit;r of Birmingham 
into special, ~parate Sunda~choolse These were still evident at 
the end of the f:i.rst decade of the twentieth centtU:T • 2 John Wesley 
vas interested in the Sundaywschool movement. He was concerned that 
the Methodist churches instruct the children 
the training of their households in :relJ.gion.3 
guide the parents in 
With this background of European interest in adults, adult 
Christian Education during the 
education is examined.4 
periods of American Protest;ant 
II. ADULT CHRISTIAN EDUCATION IN 'l'HE COLONIAL PERIOD, 
1620.1787 
The principles the Reformation and the resulting approach to 
education were brought to A.mclca by the Protestants, and shaped 
Christian Education along European lin.es. This period extends from 
the esrl:test settlements by the Protestants to the Federal Convention 
in 1787.> 
1:p.;i2•• P• 124. 
P• 
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Northern colonies. In one way or another the children of the 
colonialists received at least some education. 
a rather fancy name 
"V.'idow with children, would take a neighbor's children into her house 
e few days a week to teach them reading whUe she carried on her house-
th.is was the extent 
The 'education of the children besan ver,y early, usually ow 
apprenticeship education. 'i'he economic situation required evecyone to 
work on the far.m in order to make the living. All the tasks, chores, 
and skills neeessar,y for mai:n:talining the fam were learned from the 
parents. In the same way social, religious, and political belief and 
behaviors were learned. There was no special teacher; it was learned 
by direct participation.2 The apprenticeship was another informal 
method of learning. It was teaching a trade to a cbild so he could 
coutribute to the society in which he lived. The stipu~ation for 
education was increasingly made a pert of the apprenticeship. This 
apprenticeship lasted usually until he was twent,y-one years 
He was then considered a man and educat.ed sufficiently to take his 
place in society, and begin his contribution to himself and the group. 
In the New England states "public" education was available. 
These schools were formed to inculcate the principles the estab-
lished religion. In this theocratic state, these schools were 
l::t. Freeman Butts and Lawrence A. Cremin, ! !~~s!;9:;z. !:£. Educa-
!!2!: !tl American Culture, p. 119. 
2~., P• 237. 
)Ibid., PP• 116-118. 
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supported by public .f'unds and taxes. Because of the difficulties of 
travel the parents of children in outlying regions began to object to 
continuing the support of the school in the central town. The schools 
were difficult to reach and the parents could see little value in the 
Latin education of their children. When they thought in terms of 
education for their children,. they considered the three ttR's" essential 
and sufficient.l 
Southern colonies. The educational pattern in the southern 
colonies was generally under the direction of the Anglican bishops. 
They had little concern tor general education, and this was evident 
because of the rise of private schools. They were mair~ concerned 
with the apprentice education of poor children, orphans, and illegiti-
mate children. The important thing vms that the child be taught a 
trade.2· At times the parish minister held classes for childrent but 
very seldom was a school buildtng constructed. 
Middle colonies. Education in the middle colonies ~s some j•••r•.,.• _ ................ _ 
what different. The population was heterogenous both in religion and 
nationality. Thus it resul:ted in the foundation of private schools 
for instruction in the particular form of religion held by the oommu-
nity.3 
Frontier. On the :frontier, John Wesley was preaching and 
r • t •• 
organising established groups of Christians which he formed into 
llb:ld., PP• 10,3-104. 
2.Ii'.~ .• , P• lOS • 
.3Ibid., p. 107. 
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classes. The people were given full rigb.t of self-expression. There 
wss stress on tne individual and his contribution to tb.e class. 
Into this situ&tion o&~e a form of Christian education for sdults.1 
Educat~ 2.£. .!:!l! ,clersz. In this period men who entered into 
the m.inistry received their education ·l:.hr·ough tb.e colleges and univer-
sities such as Harvard or Yale.2 This number was small and select but 
competent to carry on in t~e tradition of their Puritan fathers. 
There were otners smaller, yet, important, places where young rnen re-
ceived their education before entering the pulpit. One of tnese was 
the "Log College" of William Tennant, Sr., in Pennsylvania. While 
ae:rving in a Presbyterian church in Neshaming, north of Philadelphia 1 
he established a school in a log building in 17361 that led to a 
revival among the Presbyterian clergy.3 0£ the nine colonial colleges 
established between 1740.17691 six had same relationship either direct-
ly or indirectly to the great colonial awkenings.4 
Thus in tb.e colonial period there was no outward form or effort 
toward adult Christian Education for the layman in the church. No 
doubt there was some form of education through the worship sel"Vices 
of the local church but no concentrated organized effort. This was 
often hindered because of the need of trained pastors. 
lwilliam Warren Sweet, ~ !,!! P::n~ric!• P• 42. 
2Adolpb.e E. Meyer, An Educational Histo!Z of the American 
l <'\~ - ---?,eo~ ~~ PP• ,u-29. 
lsweet, .21!• 2!:!!•, PP• 52-54. 
4Ibid., P• 147 • 
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III. ADULT CHRISTIAN EDUCATION IN THT~ SECULARIZATION PERIOD, 
1787-1847 
This sscond period in American Christian Education was marked 
by the secularization of life in general its effect on education. 
The Firat Amendment to the Constitution forbade the establishment 
of a national raligion, guaranteeing freedom of worship for all. The 
Tentn Amendu~nt passed tile responsibility for edttoation to the juris-
diction of the state.l When the Ob:urch was separated from the state, 
the state its right to control education and to authorize 
private end religious education by a _. .... £ ..... ..-. o£ power from the state. 2 
The earliest schools were controlled by the church. The 
state, however, continued to look to the church to make provision for 
instruction, and assisted :1. t donations o£ land and money. Even 
under the Constitution and its Amendmellts this relationship continued.) 
There "t<Jas a gradual movement in the secularization of American 
education. A series of ciroumstanees this about. 
broke up oommm:d ties which strongly favored tax-supported schools. 
contributed diversified faiths. Denordinstional 
lo.yalties made it increasingly evident that education would have to 
be non-sectarian in. character.4 Because of these problems tax support 
l:Benson, .2e• ill•• P• llO. 
2Bu.tts and Cremin• .22• ill• 1 P• 29. 
J:eenson, .2Jl• r-:.~ .. 1!•• P• ll2. 
4Ibid. 1 P• 113. 
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was 1d.thdrawn from private and church schools. 
With the resulting effects of this period, the teaching of 
religion was increasingly left to the churches. It was at this time 
an:l into this situation that the Sunday-school came into the American 
scene.l 
Durir4S the .fifty years which followed 
the schools were probably :L."l worse condition than tht:r.r had been in 
Colonial times. The war had practically stopped educat·iont and 
schools were reopened 1lti. th great diffictllty-.2 
Bt'r.rl.ng· and after the Revolut:ton the religious forces in Amer:tca 
were weak. The closing yean of the eighteenth eentttry showed the 
lowest level ever reached in the histo:cy o:f traditional American reli-
churches 
began to show new vigor. Successful revival ~~etings were held, and 
the foundation of a more active church life were laid. Dn-~ng the 
ehureh membership 
increased ten percent.l It was during th:ts time that the foreign 
the Sunday-school as a means of Christian education of children. 
Protestant theological seminaries were founded to supply churches 
with prepared preachers. The camp :movement got under way about 
this same time, and as 1 t w:l.ll be seen, 1 t was thro~~h the camp 
lsherrill, .s?l?.• c.~t., p. :rn • 
8J.- Paul vlilliams, !!!!, ~ .!i!ttl03J\:\.,?,n 2 Ref.i£2.~, P• 34. 
)Ibid. 
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meeting that there arose an interest for adult education of laymen.l 
Rise o£ secular education. Beginning about 1820 the political 
--
development of the nation began to exert an influence in the direction 
of better education. Universal aanhood su££erage gave a new impetus 
for universal education, 'l'he argument most frequently advanced for 
establishing free public scb.ools was t.he necessity for education of 
the nation's voters. concept tb.at the government was in the hands 
of the common people forced the establishment of public schools. The 
increased und~tanding of the necessity of education in the democracy 
resulted in rna~ schools. The increased interest in religion in this 
period alerted the people to the kind of religious teaching in the 
schools. The increased growth of sectarianism and the suspicion of 
each to the other, made religious teaching in publicly supported 
schools ver.y d1fficult.2 
An outgrowth of the New England town meeting of the seventeenth 
centur.y was lye.v~~ first established in Massachusetts in 1826 
as a voltL~tar.f association of farmers and merchants "for the purpose 
of self-culture, community instruction and mutual discussion of common 
public interests."3 By 18.)9 there were more than three thousand in 
operation. Although ·they passed from the scene before the end of the 
nineteenth oentur,y, they were the forerunner of the Chatauqua movement 
1Ibid., P• 37• 
-
2Ib:td.1 PP• 22-2.3 •. 
3wade Crawford Barclay, !!:!. Church ~ .! Christian Societz, 
P• 21. 
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In etghteenth and nineteenth century J.m:rica, the tavern and 
the village store ca~~ to rival church as f~~ of adult educa• 
tion. Arg;mne:t1ts over abolition, tunperance, and like trained 
thei:r adult participants not only in knowledge of the subject by 
also in rhetorical and logical skills. Oft~~ these discussions were 
continued in a variety o£ adult groups that .formed at this for 
tb.is same period w~ 
began to fonn clubs of their awn. This Plovement was an important 
phase of adult education, the si@Uficance o£ which could all too 
easily be lost in the laughter that was sanat:im.es directed at the 
alleged superficiallt.f of its program3.3 
.Adult education in the nineteenth century began to take on a 
foi'IIJ31 aspect. Early to achieve popu.lari ty were evening schools for 
young adults whose edu.cation had 
their spare ~-.4 
wished to :im.prove in 
Ear~· be~~ ,2! Sund!;t•:School movero.em:.. The pattern of 
United States as the eh.ureh realisoo t.he importance of Ohrietian 
Education. A Sunday ... eehool appeared in this country at least as early 
2Joh.n s. Brubacher1 A Histo:z of the Problems of Education, 
P• 374. - --- - •• 
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as 178.).1 By 1790 laymen throughout one denomination in South Carolina 
were supporting the Sunday-school. 2 In 1816 city unions began to be 
established in larger centers to pro:mote Sunday-schools. The American 
Sunday-school Union was established in 1824 as a nondeno:mi.national 
agency establishing Sunday-schools in neglected and pioneer areas. 
the end of this period Sunday-schools had become the recognized agency 
of Christian Education in the United States.l This la,ments mavemettt 
was approved and accepted by the churches as the method 
Education. 
Christian 
The move to include adults in the Sunday-schools of Pbiladel• 
phia in 1817 resulted in the founding of the Philadelphia Sund.:W and 
Adult School Union. This was followed by the adult Bible class movement)~ 
In this period there is very little obvious adult Christian 
Edw::Jation, but in some local situations there was an attertq>t to teach 
adults. The beginning of ·adult education in secular circles aroused 
an interest in adult Christian Education. Although the roots of 
this m.avertient were in this period, its emphasis was not seen until the 
begimdng of the contemporary period in the twentieth century. 
IV • ADULT CHRISTIAN EDUCATION IN THE SUNDAY SCHOOL PERIOD 1 
1847-1889 
lsherrill, SR.• ~·~ P• 21. 
2Ib1d 
-· 
3Ib1d. 
-
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B.y the late 1840's the American churches, facing the problem ot 
finding a type of school suited to the purposes of Christian Education, 
were turning to the Sunday-school as a way of meeting tile need. This 
period ending witb. tb.e World Sunday.Scb.ool Convention in 1889 marked 
the period expansion or the Sunday-school as tb.e am of the church 
for the Christian education of its member3.1 
Facto1.,s 2£ SUt~~az-school _&rowth. The spread of this m rk 
through the SUl1day-school brought about by three aspects which contrib· 
ute to an understanding ill this study • One was the effort to train 
lay leaders in Christian Education. Inspired by the example or the 
secular normal schools tor public school teachers, certain lay people 
pioneered the develt:>ping Sunday-scnool institutes for what is nmr 
known as leadership education or teacher tra~~1~1g. The National 
Sunday-school Convention o£ 18$9 indicated that the growth of the Sun-
day-school interest had been rapid and widespread., Probably the 
greatest factor responsible for the movement was the great interest in 
Rev., D., P. Lidder, suggesting that the 
church use the methods of teacher institutes, published a book in 
1848, T.~~ ~-~ch2.'!! Teachers •, ii~d.!· 2 This was one or the first 
contributions in the area of teacher training. 
A second factor was the formation of Sunday•t.o~ohool associations 
and conventions. These were laxogely lay projects and nondenominati-onal 
in cnaracter. These conventiolk' advocated religious education policies 
lit I.PM!!. 1~ U! ~-·· JIW 
lsherrill, 3:.• ~· 1 P• 22., 
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which the denominations Wf!lre forced to exarnine. This period was marked 
by many eonventiona m d orga:rdzatio.t"ls from. the local county to the 
:rdltional and in~:rt:Ultional conver"tions.l 
development of curriculum. The long 
period 
the middle of rrlWneteenth century there was a 
know the Bible itself. Catechetical interpretatio:r...a o:f the Bible as 
substitutes for Bible study were becoming unpopular and various pub• 
lish:tng agencies, denominational a.nd otherw.tse. were earnestly attempting 
to produce the best possible system of J.eJsscms out of the Bible 
i taeLf. The period from 1860.1880 has knmm as the 
perioe of Bible study.2 During this period there were experiments on 
st.~:!)Dt>ea toward a 'I..U'dfom lesson system. for the study of tile 
Bible.3 The uniform lessons werA in 1872, and have been used 
to present trl.th frequent modi.f:tc~t.:tons.4 For about twen'l:,y years 
failed as a means of Bible study. Progressive educttio:nal workers 
grew restless a11d opposed plan. The opposition took the .form of 
l~,., P• 92. 
2tois JABar, .!!!!q~tiqP, ~ l:! Christ,i~p..)l P• 30. 
3Ibid.1 PP• 93-95. 
4sherrill1 .2.£• .2!!•t P• 22. 
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several movements which hoped to improve the curriculum. of the Sunday-
sohool.1 This improvement was influenced by the growth of interest 
in secular adult education and the interest of laymen to more ade-
quately teach and learn in the Sunday-school. 
M.ovements,!!! ..... s -ec.ul......,.a..,.r adult education. Very simi.lsr to the New 
England l;roeum. as a movement for popular adult education was tile 
Chatauqua movement. The Cllatauqua grew out o£ the old time camp 
meeting. A decade after tile Civil War the Methodists arranged to hold 
a SUJI'Jlner institute for the training of Sunday-school teachers. The 
institute proved a great success. It soon became a center for smnmer 
vacationists to pursue a great variety o£ cultural interests covering 
literature, science, and the fine arts, as well as religion. Imita-
tion Cllatauquas soon came into being, and some even went on circuit as 
traveling Chatauquas.2 
The Chatauqus idea was so well received that msn;.r adults thought 
the s~r all too brief a time to learn. To keep this ~irit alive 
two further types of education ca.me in to being., One was the reading 
circle. Through this device interested adults could keep up and 
advance their summer interests during the winter b,y reading from a 
selected list of books in the field.J Another was the correspondence 
school. This took form as a direct result o£ the Chatauqus movement.4 
1Brown11 !I?.• S:,i ~·, P• 101. 
2~acher, .222• ill•• P• 377 • 
.;Ibid. 
-
4Ibid., P• 378. 
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Along 1dth these int'orm.al methods, the college movement this 
period was motivated to spread religion culture across the nation. 
In. the eyes of t,he church this was to done most suecessful.ly by 
trained leadership. This was done churches with a traditional 
backgrou.nd of an educated clergy. This ws true 
alists and 
bef"ore 1860 than other religious body. In 18)0 
dotted the land.l This was also true of 
followed by the establishment of semi.Mrias tor the ed'l:IIJation of the 
elerg;y • .3 
Toward the end of this period• Dwight L. Moody founded llil ..... - .. 
Bible Imtitute (formerly Chicago Evangelization Society) in 1886,.4 
Moody'~ 
Bible, 
was to train lay workers 
institute is seen in the large number enrolled in resident and evening 
classes~ and the Correspondence School. It had reached nearly 
15o,ooo.· Aprill943.s 
this period 
!william Warren Sweet, Rel.i&ion in the Devel!l!!!nt of American 
culture 1Z6z-184q, P• 167. · - · · -- · - - ... • -
2Ibid 
-· 
lib:td., PP• 17)•178. 
~nson, .22• cit., P• 252 .. 
Srq:tS,., P• 253. 
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does not directly show the progx•esa of adult education. There is1 
however, indirect mention that will lend itself as background for the 
contemporary period in adult Christian Education, wh.ich its 
prominence and significance at the begilmi.ng of the twentieth century. 
V • ADULT CHRISTIAN EDUCATION IN THE CONTEMPORARY PERIOD, 
1689 TO THE PRESENT 
The fourth period oi American Christian Education began in 1889 
with the firs·t World Sunday-School Convention and extends to the pre-
sent. This ~rlod, when it can be seen in perspective, will probably 
appear as a time of reorientation and experimantation.l The organiza-
tion of adult education came as a result of the extended organization 
of the Sunday-school. 
Ear~ adult Bible classes. In the United States adult classes 
developed in the Sunday-school in a spontaneous way. Mazv churches 
had Bible classes earl;y in the development of the Sunday-scb.ool. They 
ordinarily consisted of elderly ladies and men with interest in the 
prophetic theories of Daniel end Revelation.2 Toward the end of the 
nineteenth century a few men in scattered places gathered large groups 
of young men for Bible stud;; in the Su..."lda;v-schoolo There was a class 
of over 100 in the Central Presbyterian Church in Rochester, New Iork.3 
The teacbers of several of these large classes met with the 
lsherrill1 loc. cit. 
2cope1 .2'2• .£!.:•• P• 174. 
3Ibide1 P• 17$. 
officers of tl1e Cook Count,y and the Illinois Sunday-school Association 
in 1903 and an adult department was formed the same year.l In the 
same year the Bible School Union became a part of the New York Sund~­
Scnool Association. 
Tna International Sunday-school Association organized the adult 
department at its Toronto convention 
1905.2 
appointed a committee in 
The most significant development of the Sunda,y•school movement 
was the incorporation of the adult department into the program. The 
Su::lday-sehool now dealt with the continuum of life. This completed 
the scope circle of the church school. Sunday-school became 
the educational agene.y of the church for all ages. 
Another significant factor in the recognition of the adult 
department was, beside the desire to learn, a desire to serve.3 There 
was also an interest in relating scriptural truth to everyday- living. 
Specialized material began to be used in adult classes which included 
courses on training for parenthood and the home. There were specific 
courses on child study and other areas for the adult cl.ass.4 
"adult 
education" came into popular use after the first World war, when an 
effort was made to envision the manifold educational act:i. vi ties of 
libid •• P• 174. 
-
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adults as a whole. Leaders from vario'll.S fields of adult education 
came together to promote their tu::lited interest, and formed the Adult 
Education Association. The Carnegie Corporation, impressed w:t th the 
possibilities of this organization, invested some three million dollars. 
Part of this mor.ey was used in the area of psychological research into 
the learning capacities of adults.l 
The range of educational programs designed for adul te if!! expan-
led to the establishlnent of the Department Adult F.ducatior1 of 
·•v•-.£. Educat:ton Association :i,n 19241 and the Anl!lrican Association of 
in 1926.2 joined forces in the creation the 
Adult Education Association of Un:tted States of America in 19$1 in 
order to coordinate efforts in the training for leadership in adtilt 
education.3 
1-l\"''l'"lfi?>•!!>rll:i! t'Jf voluntary n1"tr'l!\l'n'i 
kinds. They included orE;an::t..za 
courses that ranged from. the religious, humani'l:iaril.m1 
guid~:uwe, vocational preparati,·m, 
their related fields.4 
patriotic 
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Sunday-school Assooi.Jation was placing a strong e:mphasis on the relg• 
ious education of adults at the time it was merging with the Sunday• 
School Council of Evangelical Denominations in 19271 which formed the 
International Sunday-school Council of Religious Education, later known 
as the International Council of Religious Education.1 At that time 
the adult program consisted primarily of the organized Bible class 
movement, with Bible classes in local churches.2 
Until 1925 practice~ no provision had been made by the 
churches and other agencies for adult religious education, except 
same adult Bible classes in the Sunday~chools. It ~s impossible for 
religious education to ignore the secular movement of adult education, 
or to escape the import of its influence. 
In the 1930's there was a growing interest 1-~ adult education. 
Writers in the field were pleading and convincing the leaders the 
church school movement of the importance of the adults in Christian 
Education. At the same time, leading educators were advocating that 
American adults should have opportunity to gain a more liberal educa-
tion in the and sciences. were demanding in adu.1thood the 
education advantages they had missed or neglected when they were 
younger. A combination of these other factors resulted in the 
organization of the American Association for Adult Education. Thus 
secular education and Christian Education combined to usher in a new 
!william Clayton BOlter and Percy Roy Hayward, Protestantism 
Faces!!:.!.. Educational~ Tose~h$£1 P• 14. 
2Ibid., PP• 13.3-134. 
day for the adult and gave him a vary definite ~rt in the whole edu-
cational program.l 
Following this period of time1 about 19151 ru,itional leadership 
of adult education in various Protestant denominati.ons began to con-
aider a major attack upon their problem. The.y worked at first through 
the International Council of Religious Education, but because of the 
broad approach desired, the United Christian A~ult ~1ovement W~~s organ-
ized in the summer of 19)6.2 This movement liBS under the creative 
leadership of Harry c. Munro, who was appointed director of adult work 
in 19.)0 by the International Council Religipus Education. The 
movement was defined in part as follows a 
The United Christian .Adult Mov~nt is a voluntary fellowship 
of Christian forces serving in tb.e field of adult work • • • The 
purpose of t-he movement is to make the life and teachings of 
Jesus the practical basis for living; to increase the effective-
ness of the church through adult eduoationJ to provide a means 
for the voluntary eo-operative and participation o£ ~ •• Christian 
agencies in the field of adult education in one united approach; 
to furnish a channel through which the cooperating groups can 
share their experiences, leadership, and materials.J 
The United Christian Adult Movement presented the Learning for 
Life study program as a curricul~~ for adult education. This program 
was presented in opposition to the unifo:rm Jesson, described as •U<l!•:~...u..l!. 
•a superficial, unhistorical, and fragmentary approach to the Bible.tt4 
lAlfred L. Murray, Psycholo~ .!2£ Christian Teachers, p. 149. 
2Ibiii., P• 134. 
lxiarry c. Munro, 0 The Christian Education of Adults 1 tt Orientation !!:; Religious Edvcation, ad. Philip Heney Lotz, p. 305. 
k:n,id.' pp.. 305-307. 
The Learning for Life Program divided adult Christian F.du.cation 
into six (later seven) areas of interest and needs t (1) ~- Bible, 
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(2) Christian f'ai th and experience, (3) Christian family life, (4) The 
church, ($) Social relations, and (6) Leadership edueation.1 Text book 
and references were listed for each of these areas. It emphasized 
the Bible-study program of study-group sbte1 using study methods not 
possible in the corporate congregation. 
There was a concern for the yo11ng adult group. Several denam-
inations have developed excellent materials and have a vigorous young 
adult program in action. According to one writer, this will mean much 
for the future of adult edueation.2 
By 1942 the effects of the war had made themselves felt in adult 
work. A special conference oonve1~ to consider the implications of 
the war emergency for the adult program. A at.mlar conference met in 
1944 to deal ~dth the post-war responsibilities of adults.) 
Following the war emergency and the subsequent demobilization, 
the United Christian Adult l•Iovement addressed itself to the problem d: 
miniatering to returning military and industrial persmmel and their 
incorporation into the life of the church, with emphasis upon needed 
changes in church programs to accomplish this end. 4 Material for 
young adults was rewritten to meet the needs of returning war 
lBower and Hayward, .2£• ill• P• 139. 
2~~~· C"•• P• )10. 
)Ibid., P• 144. 
-
4Ib1d. 
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personnel. 
With the post-wur era marked by the review and e~luation of 
adu.lt work, the development of the movement was conceived as being 
related to adult experience 1trherever individual growth takes place. 
The decade following the war was marked 1vith the merger of the 
Inte1•:natior.tal Ccnm.oll of Religious Education into the National Councll 
of Ob.urehes as the division of Christian Educatton in 19.$0.1 This 
body has done extensive research in the area of young adults, and has 
published materials valuable to young adult Christi~m. Education. 
In summary, although adult Christian education has not always 
been evident• there have those who have attempted to maintain 
some interest in adult Christian Education, in each of the general 
periods of Americilm Christian EducaM.on. However, it has not been 
until Contemporar,r Period that there has b9en an increase of 
emphasis upon adult Christian Education. 
lsamuel McCrea Cavert, "National Council of the Churches of 
Christ in the United States of America,• Twentie~~ qent~ Engzc~~ 
)2edia .2£ R.eligious lnowledge, II, PP• 78.3-?Bti. 
CHAP'fER IV 
A ~iVIEW OF PHILOSOHIICAL DE\~tOP.MENTS 
IN CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
CHAPTER IV 
A. REVIEW OF PHILOSOPHICAL DI£VELOPMEl\lTS 
IN CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
Underlying all education are certain principles upon which 
are built the procedures of the educational process. These basic 
concepts are the elements of a philosophy education. Education 
needs these "signposts" to guide and evaluate its activities. 
The purpose of this chapter is an examination of the develop. 
menta of philosophies of Christian Education. This involves definix~g 
a philosophy of christian I~ucation as the basis of the examination. 
The influence of theology upon the philosophies is traced in a brief 
historical sketch. Two dominant philosophies are then examined. 
The methods and procedures of these two systems are characterized 
and compared. Only the essential elements were used in th.is study. 
I. DEFUUTION OF PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION 
Basic elements. Education of type needs a supporting and 
guiding philosophy to give it a stable foundation and purposive goal. 
A philosophy of education is the exploration of the first principles 
through the asking of questions which probe the very foundation of 
the subject.1 One writer says that a philesophy of education should 
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answer three questions• (l) What is education; (2) What ought education 
to accomplishJ and (.3) By what means can this be done?l The philos• 
ophy of Christian Education must also face these same questions. 
These three elements ~Y be stated for the purpose of this paper as 
(l) a definition of Christian education and its basic principles, 
(2) the aim of what it ought to accomplish, and (.3) the logical 
developments of the methods used to accomplish the total purposes· 
and aim of Christian Education. 
Philosophy of education sees education as a totality, examines 
all the assumptions upon which educational theor,r, science and prac-
t:lee rEu:tt1 and direction to the total enterprise, det~~ 
the goals sought through the educational process. 
In dealing with the assumptions.o£ a philosophy of Christian 
Education (or type of education), one is involved the basic 
of philosophy. The theor.y value cannot be developed 
wi~1out reference to morals, ethics, and religion. A philosophy 
expresses same view on· ethics. A philosophy of education will 
deal with the metaphysical foundations, the conception o£ the way 
things really are in this world, and will inquire into the nature 
of ultimate reality. The philosop~ of education must develop 
some theory o£ knowledge, how one comes to know• 
This concer11a th~ psychology of learni.ng. The view held of the nat-
ure o£ the mind and its relation to the is considered in any 
. lstella van Pett·on Henderson, Introduction ~ Phi,losoe!;!l .2£ 
~ducat:tqe, P• tx. 
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philoaaphy of educatior.te The nature am origin of the h'i..'~man organimu 
is another aspect involved in the phil.osopby.1 Thus it is seen 
that. in the statement of a philosophy of Chrls'l: .. ian Education. three 
elements of philoso~--axiology• metaphysics, epistemology.-are 
necessar,r for a comprehensive stating of a philosopby.2 
Upon these points of philosophy 1 1-iu.roh enmines the two main 
philosophical ·thoughta idealism and matel"iaUsm.,3 
shows that tuaterialistic philosophy is the source of atheism, human-
ism, n~turalism and all forw.s of skepticism; while idealism has 
bert~n closely allied with religion.4 These two systems of philosophy 
have mu .. ch to influence both secwr and Christian EdiJ..eation. 
Philoso~~ secular education. When philosophers began to 
apply their philosophies to the co:nduct. of life teaching,t a phil• 
osopby of education was born. l'iodern has been in..."'luenced 
the popular philosophies 
American philosophy and education td th a view rmich supports 
the doct:~.-.ine ot activity in learning.6 His philosophy emphasizea 
science and the scientific method, their evolutionary 
1Frank M. J:lct1bben1 "Trends in Educational Philosophy 1" Orienta-~ .!!! Rel1~1ous F..ducation, ed. Philip Henry Lotz, PP• 48-.49. 
2J. Donald Butler,~ Ph.ilosoEh.ies, P• 15. 
3see Appendix o. 
4James DeForest Murch, Christian Education !!!2. ,2 Local ph.ur.~h, 
PP• 96-97. 
)Ibid., P• 98. 
6rc·~ d P· oc. 
_;.;:_·· - ,, 
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correlatives, along with hu.manism and its social interest. His doc-
trine of inatru.mantalism makes education, thi.nldng, and knowing, 
instruments by which the developing and changing learner :may ever be 
in the quest o£ certainty. The philosophy o£ D\fi~Wey is greatly influ ... 
eneing both secu.lar education and Christian Educatiou.-
In dealing tdth a philosophy of Christian Educatiml it rrw.st 
be remembered that such a philosophy presupposes theology, and 
oabsequent~, it is observed that the theology produces both the 
pbilosopby end the aim. of tbe educative procedure.1 It 
to see the development of the theological influence on Christian 
Education. 
II. A SURVEY OF 'l'HE INFLUENCE OF AMERICAN 
THEOLOGY ON CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
That theology influences philosophy, there can be no doubt. 
In Christian F.duca:t.ion theology is not onl.y the content, it is also 
the basis for education that is Christian. This historical sketch 
is to show that this is true. 
~eolo~ ~2~~lo~o2h~ ~~v~re~· A generation ago certain 
leaders in iihe fie-.ld of religious education. advoc•tetf the divorcing 
of tneology from the philosophy of religious education. This moved 
the purpose of teaching fr~~ education to evangel18me Religious 
thought was checked, and :modified by the latest in the field of 
science. The education proposed tor the church differed ver,y little 
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from the program of character education in the public school. The 
goal for both the church the public school was to develop tt good" 
girls boys. 
The dawn of the twentieth century seemed to promise a favor-
able for social progress and economic achievements. Post-millenial 
theology was exerting its influence 
conditions that it appeared the earth would 
Lord's "Return. u 
a fit place the 
The First t'iorld War came as a surprise,. but America aurvived 
the war. Graduates from theological seminaries ann Christian colleges 
continued in the attempt to' construct a Christian utopia. 
America was abruptly awakened from its fantasies wl th the 
f:lnanoial erasb. of 1929; t>.>"hieh reduced millionaires to paupers 
almost overnight. In the early 1930's the great depression hindered 
the progrmll Christian Education on the seale it had been developed 
in the previous decade. 
~~~3.7.6!..'1: ~ the,a,~ • At this time lllBl'\Y leaders in Chris-
tian Education~ spurred a new i.~tereet 1.~ theological study• began 
to wonder if perhaps some of the failure achieve the high purposes 
that they had set for themselves might not 'be due to s sacrificing 
of the essential message of the Christian faith to the.new methods 
and procedures the,y had been using.l The-humanistic liberal the-
ology bad offered no seouri t;y in the natiOM1 emerg~ey. From the 
theological inventor,y that followed came a new orthodOJ!:Y. A 
~7 
keen interest was aroused in the writings of Barth, Brunner, E. Stanley 
Jones, Niebuhr, and others. The Bible began to appear again in the 
curriculum materials of even the Liberal churches. The Nee-Orthodox 
movement began to make itself felt in the field of Christian Edtlcation.l 
At this same time, from a different quarter, there developed 
another protest movement on the part of evangelical ohurohes.2 
When the nation·beoama involved in World War II, a~ optimis-
tic views about the nature of man that might have been held previously 
were soon dispelled by the realistic tragedy of war. Feith in educa-
tion, and especially Christian Education, waned at this time. A. 
more pessimistic view of man's nature and education echoed doctrines 
that a growing compa:ny of theologians ltad been trying to impress on 
the American mind for over a decade. 
Reevaluation ~ theolog[• In the period since the war, it 
is apparent that there is another evaluation of Christian Education 
taking place. This is resulting in many new writings in the field 
of Christian Education. 
Out of these periods two dominant philosophies of Christian 
Education have developed. These were the result of the philosophical 
and theological implications of this period. 
III. TWO PHILOSOPHIES OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
There are several ways of identifying the two approaches in 
lpeter P. Person, !!! Introduction!£ Christian Education, p. 44. 
2Ibid. 
-
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ph1.losopny of Christian E:ducation. One writer has described them as 
11progressivism•• and '*traditionalism.,ttl One approach is in line w.tth 
the more traditional, tra~~issive concept of teacnu~, while the 
other follows more closely the newer insi'ghts of education.al pb.ilos-
op~. The common names familiar to Christian Education are attached 
because of the relevance to curriculum theor,y. These two approaches 
will be examined under these names: Content-centered philosophy and 
Experience-centered philosophy. 
Content-centered I?..~ilosop&• Out of the nineteenth century 
there developed a struggle in Christian F.dttcation over what was to 
be taught by the ehurch. The problem was seemingly settled with the 
only possible solutiont the Bible vas to be the content taught. 
This position resulted in the formulation of the Uniform system of 
lessons adopted in 1872.2 
In the period before the adoption of the uniform plan, there 
were many steps and experiments made towards gradE.'<~ instruction. 
This movement for uniformity was aided by the conception that the 
Bible was the only text book for Sunday-school lesson materia1.3 
Basic principles. The aim of Christian Education for this 
period has usually been stated as knowledge of the Bible and oonver-
sion.4 This presupposes that if one knows right that he will do 
lBrubaeher.t ! Histo::.z: .2! ~ Problems .2! ~ucatio~, Chap. XIV. 
2person1 op. cit., P• 43. 
3Brown, ! Histo:z 2.£ R_!~igiot\s ~::oatiop. !!"!Modern Times, P• 95. 
4teaar, Education That Is Christian, P• 29 • 
.................... ..._--_ ........ _ ....... 
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right. Conversion tias conceived as a n.atural by-product of. a know-
ledge of the Bible. Most Bible teachers labored under the impression 
that if they taught the facts of the Bible, the Holy Spirit would 
automatically do the -work of regeneration in the pupil. 'l'hey did not 
consider it necessary to study b.uman nature or to know the stages of 
h~n development the learner passes through. At the first the cste-
chism was studied, but it WI!UJ replaced when the :memorization of 
Scripture was stressed. During the great Bible study period of 1660-
18801 it was too often true that pupils studied Bible facts with litt~ 1 
understanding, little appreciation, and little relationship to daily 
lite problems.2 Thus it has been that teachers have most often 
considered their task to be that of exposing pupils to factual content 
and expectiDg them to give back in words this external knowledge. 
They have relied almost wholly upon the verbal communications of 
facts.3 This was often without relation to the needs and interests 
of the learners. 
In the twentieth century when Christian Education sought to 
improve its teaching of the Bible, no one had formulated a distinc-
tive Christian philosophy based on Scripture. When a system was 
needed to offset the undirected and haphazard use of Bible texts and 
memori~tion, Christian Education leaders adopted. the Herbartian 
method ~1ich was then the accepted approach in secular education.3 
libid., P• )0. 
-
2Ibid 
-· 
3Ibid., P• .31. 
-
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Educational pbilosop~. Because he set forth a logical system 
of teaching content, and held the high aims of personal character and 
social morality, his system was transferred to the teaehi."lg of the 
Bible. Herbart considered content all-important because he thought 
by relating ideas he could fQtua~ tormu~ate the mind from without. 
In doing this, old ideas had to be stirred by new ideas and content. 
The principle of apperception--connecting new ideas with old ones•• 
is one of Herbert's greatest oontributi~ns to education. Herbert's 
system is built. on U1e five :f'o.llowine .formal l 
(l} Preparation. Past ideas relat~ to the new idea are re-
called. Only if the apperceptive masses are brought into 
consciousness will the pupU be interested in the new and give 
attention to :i.t. If an idea ear1110t be brottght to mind, it may 
be neoessar.y to start with a familiar object and derive ideas 
from the s~"113e r>arceptiorlS that are obtained from. it. 
(2) Presenkd:.ion. The teacher makes the new :~naterlal clear ill 
the form of an idea or an object. 
(.3) Association. Likenesses and dii"ferences between the old 
and new material are pointed out lly the teacher. 
(4) Generali .. tian. Concrete ideas are now raised to the 
level o£ abstraction, for this is the mind working at its higb-
est capacit.y. 
(5) Application. The student now uses the new ger1eralization 
to solve related questions in that area of knowledge, such as 
solving of problems in georwetr.y or the translation of sentences 
o£ a fo~ language.l 
,,'his process built up new ideas which were applied at the end 
of the lesson. t~1en interest had been built to its greatest peak. B.f 
this s.ystematie procedure the pupil was to receive new ideas he oould 
use. 
1Ibid 
-· 
$1 
Herbert ~ectad his new idee to produce mora 1 character. 
felt, is the primar,y function of the mind, feeling 
and willing and doing are automatically and inevitably derived from 
k:x:u:nd.ng. By manipulating the pupil's ideas, the teacher is able to 
determine how the pupil will .fell, ehooa~, and act. flerbart .felt that 
"right 
cation. 
g,::,s~ to result in moral character. ul But Herbart had 
to ~~rantee this result either in secular or religious edu-
liost o.f today•s Bible teaching 
tional procedure. The most common evidence of this approach the 
question, nwhat did we learn last Sunday?" The usual answer is 
silence. While the teacher presents, associates, generalizes, 
of own choosing where it can actively pursue its own interests. 
Knmdng is essential, but knowing does not always result in 
neither the beginning nor the end of the trans-
Ilerbartian 
content-centered philosop~ upon which to build an evangelical approach 
to Christian ·Education. 
~rieny~-centered ~~itoso2bl• The emphasis upon experience-
centered philosop~ grew out of the dissatisfaction with the results 
of traditional methods. Religious educators began to look for a 
method that ~uld produce the desired effect. The place th~ 
discovered 'What they were apparently looking for was another 
philosophy' adopted by secular education which had been formed by 
John Dewey. 
Views of :Bu.lhnell md coe. The for Dewey was prepared by 
the writings of at least two men. In 1847 Horace Bushnell published 
his classical work in religious education, Christian Nurture. 
Bushnell said that the child should be so env1roned from birth that 
he should never have the consciousness of being a sinner, but would 
grow from his p~sical birth as a Christian. Bushnell in his earlier 
days seemed to vacillate between a natttralistic and supernatural-
istic poaition.l 
George Coe wrote at tr.te turn of the twentieth century when 
socalled "Modernism" was beginning to make an impression on rel-
igious education• 
The doctrine of divine immanence dissolved the distinction 
between religious experience and other types of experience--
between the sacred and the secularJ between business and devo-
tionJ between the human and divineJ between religious education 
and secular eduoation.2 
Coe's view of growth was similar to that of Bushnell, except 
that he openly predicated his views on naturalism. Both men dis• 
claimed any· necessity for a human being to be consciously and 
supernaturally regenerated.3 
Dewey- and his philosop~. In the .first quarter of the century 
Dew~ and his associates provided religious education witn an 
lHarold c. Mason, Abid!!!& Values ,!:.!! Christian Education, P• 29. 
2Ibid. 
-
undisguised naturalism. Dewey's view was that lite is merely an on• 
going exper~~nt• that there is no personal God, and no authoritative 
moral or spiritual truth. Since there is no supernatural Being and 
no supernatural revelation of God to man, each person 
of authority for hinmelf.l 
the center 
Upon this naturalistic philosophy Christian Education copied 
•progressive education• to build the experience-centered theory. 
Christian educators were convinced that these new concepts of affect-
ing personality could be used to transform and reconstruct the 
experiences of children, youth and adults into the tmys of the 
Christian life.2 
Aims. Experience-centered philosophy stresses pupil partic-
ipation and demands a place for the pupil in the p1anpJlng1 doing and 
evaluating the learning activities. The learner is at the center of 
the education process. The law of his being dictates tlle method of 
teaching. The attainment of knowledge as an end in itself is not the 
a :im of education. Education must beyond instruction to the devel-
opment of attitudes, ideals, purposes, which have their result on 
character and conduct. This involves a shift in emphasis from things 
learned to character achieved. 
It uses the project method which. st.resses learning through 
engaging in purposeful activities. There is discussion and con-
ference in which truth. is not imposed by the teacher, but teacher 
1 Ibid., P• 30. 
-
2westphal1 !!!!. Church's 9.e.Eortuni:Z ~ ~§¥lt ~uoation, P• 12. 
and pupil adventure together in the quest for truth. Instruction is 
given only when the pupil desires it, and logical learning and texts 
are abandoned for the sake of personal discovery and experience. The 
educational process is not a pouring-in, a molding from wi thout1 or 
a development from within, but a "reconstruction of experience" in 
the light of changing situations and high hopes for the future.1 
The objectives of those who have supported the experience-
centered philosop~ were formulated Paul H. Vieth and adopted by 
the Intermtional Council of Religious Education in 1930. They are 
in nae at the present time with one addition.2 These objectives 
were published .by Dr. Vieth w.Lth an extensive elaboration, but this 
examination will view only the simple statements of these sim1u 
(1) Christian religious education seeks to foster in growing 
persons a consciousness of God as a reall ty in hu.man experience 
and a sense of personal relationship to him. 
(2) Christian religious education seeks to develop in growing 
persons such an understanding and appreciation of the pereaD-
slity, life, and teaching of Jesus ss a 11 lead to experience 
of him as saviour and Lord, loyalty to him and his cause, and 
will manifest itself in daily life ana conduct. 
(3) Christian religious education seeks to roster in growing 
persons a progressive and continuous development of Christlike 
character. 
(4) Christian religious education seeks to develop in growing 
persons the abillt:r and disposition to participate in and con-
tribute construeti vely to tbe buUding o£ a social order 
throughout the world, embodying the ideal or the fatherhood 
of God and the brotherhood of man. 
(5) Christian religious education seeks to develop in growing 
~ch1 .22• ill•• PP• 131-132 •. 
2westpha11 .2£• .£!!,., PP• .36-39. 
persons the abilit~ and disposition to participate in the 
organized society of Christians-the Church. 
(6) Christian religious education seeks to lead growing persons 
i:nto a Christian interpretation of life and the universe} the 
ability to see in it God's purpose and planJ a life philosop~ 
built on this interpreta$1on. 
(7) Christian religious education seeks to effect in growing 
persons the assimilation of the best religious experience of 
the race, preeminently that recorded in the Bible, as ef.fgctive 
guidance to present experience.! 
Educational philosop~. There are several implications which 
affect Christian Education. It means getting away from the idea that 
Chxistian Education involves ~ the telling or teaching of a series 
of Bible stories on success1."4re Sundays. The learner is introduced 
to a situation, a quest, a sea~ch, a problem to solve, something to 
discover, and a job to do. It is not dictating of every :moment to 
the pupil or the superimposing ot a pattern of thought or procedure, 
but the teacher and pupil together engage in a common enterprise. 
It mear.s that whet is done ox1 an;:r one S1.Ulday is only a part of a 
larger whole. It be a project that may involve :many Sundays and 
much outside effort and activity. The pupil feels himself to be on 
the ,:;nsid.! of the enterprise, with a voice in deterrtdning is 
done, with a motive for whet he does, and with an interest in the 
activity itself. This means leading pupils into significant 
experiences. 
be to discount all the discovered truth of modern psycb.olog;r and 
common sense. The danger is tb.e rejection of a~ and all content, 
and drifting to the logical extremity of this philosophf. This 
extreme is expressed by w. C. Bower: 
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Modem religious education conceives its task to be_, not to 
teach. the Bible as such, not to produce the religious experience 
or the past, but with the use of these resources, to assist 
growing persons to achieve s religiat:~.S adjustment the pres• 
ent world of reality in which they live .• l 
It has been Liberal and leo-Orthodox scholarship that bas 
adopted this philosophy of Christian Fnucation.2 This view takes on 
a deeper connotation through the insight of existential theologians 
and philosophers. Existence, rather than abstract being, is deemed 
:important. Existence comprises a totality, not tb.e sell by itself, 
but the salt in relationship to others, things, the universe, and 
histoey • .3 
The experience-centered philosophy 1 is concerned with the 
pupil and his learning through purposeful activities of life. The 
aims of this position are built on a distinctive philosop~ of educa-
tion which has been brought over into Christian Education. The basic 
principles are untenable fo:r an evangelical philosophy of Christian 
Educet:i.on. 
Methods,!!!! £l",OCedures g~r~~· The methods and procedures 
~h, .2la• ill•• P• 1.32. 
2te:aar, ~· .2~:':!·• P• 205., 
3rris v. C'!ll.l.y1 .!.!:! £l!~mi.e.~. ,2! .2!!!1.~ Edueati9J!J P• 119. 
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based on the two ~stems of philosop~ are summarized by Lindhorst.l 
The characteristics and differences of each philosop~ are compared 
under several divis1ons.2 
Character development. one approach seams to hol:1 that char-
acter is developed pr:illmrily by teaching the pupil Bible knowledge. 
The asS'Wl'lption is that the learner will develop Christian cr~r§cter 
if he knows what the Bible teaches. The second approach holds that 
Christian character is developed by leading the learner to 
choices and to engage in experiences that are Ohristim. • It holds 
that while Bible knmdedge is basic, it does not necessarily result 
in Cl.u:-istian living. 
The teacher. The first approach holds that the teacher is the 
source of knoWledge. Since the teacher has studied the lesson and 
has learned certain facts he does the talking because he feels he 
must tell what he has learned. Tb.is view implies that the learner 
should listen quietly to what the teacher has prepared. There is 
resentment if the teacher is interrupted and does not cover the 
lesson material. In the second approach the teacher is a guide who 
has studied and knows certain t.hingst md recognizes that the class 
mambers know certain things. teaming takes place through a sharing 
of ideas am experiences between tile teacher and class members. The 
teacher guides the group as they seek to discover for themselves the 
Christian attitudes and the Cllristian course of action in a given 
..., n ·••••;alil!llt~J 1 •·• 
~Ilk A. Lindhorst, !!!! 1'f1p;Ls,~e:; !e!t.cr .. !.f!. Jt~if21..'!!,.. pp., l$-19. 
2Findl.e;y B. Edge, !!.'!9~ for !'!~'!;l~!J PP• 29-32. 
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situation. 
The pupil. The first approach holds that since the pupil is 
immatu.re h:ls knowledge and experiences are of little value. He must 
sit and listen, and remember what the teacher teaches. The teacher 
fills the emptiness of the pupil. The second approach the learner is 
reoogni.zed as a person. His knowledge and experiences have value 1 
and is a responsible member of the learning group. The needs and 
lnterests of the pupil serve as a guide for the teacher to know what 
and how to teach. Both teacher and pupil are scti vely engaged in 
seeking to discover truth. Learning for the pupil is self-learning. 
The truth that is learned is discovered by the pupil under the lead-
ership and guidance of the teacher. 
Interest. In one view, the interest of the group is secured 
primarily promised rewards or threatened punishment. Interest is 
important only to the extent that it leeds the pupils to sit quie~ 
and listen to what the teacher has to say. In the second approach 
interest inberes in the learning activity itself. The teacher kru:nli's 
the pupils so that h$ is able to relate wb.at is being taught to the 
problems and needs of his class members. When the c~lass members 
realize the help they are getting is for their own problems, the,y 
:bmnediately become intsrested in finding answers to their problems. 
The teacher is able to relate tmat is being studied to the nol"mal 
interests of the pupil. 
The lesson. In the first approach the lesson is that which is 
printed in the quarterlY• The teacher feels that all the material 
must presented, and1 thus, the lesson has been taught. In the 
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other approach, the aim or objective for a given class period or unit 
is the lesson to be taught. The purpose is to accomplish this aim. 
Suggested materials will be used to meet this aim. But only that 
which will contribute to reaching that aim is used. The lesson 
helps beeo:me only guides tor the teacher. The lesson has only been 
taught when tile aim or Objective has been accomplished in the life of 
the learner. 
Physical arrangement. In the f'l.rst approach, the effangement 
is lil~ely a traditional ov.e wi tb. the teacher standing 
.front of the class and the members sitting in raws facing the teacher., · 
'l'his implies that the teacher is to all tr:te talking 
while pupils listen. The dominance of the f:;eacher is accented, 
while class msmbers assume an inferior position. In the other 
approach, the arrangement is likely be in a circle or chairs 
where both teacher and pupils face each other. Each pupU :feels him-
self as a responsible member of the class in which he feels free to 
express an opinion at anytime. It does with the atti.tude of the 
teacher-dominated class and develops a spirit of deL1ocracy in the 
teaching situation. 
arise from the differing points of view 
evident i.n Christian religious education. The first vlew based on 
a content-centered philosophy; the second, on an experience-centered 
philosophy • The and procedtl.!'es .are the of a 
particular pb.iloeopey of Christian Education. But it is obvious that 
ne:i ther viEnf can. wholl1 rejected. 
To summarize, the elements of a philosop~ of Christian 
Education must be enumerated. The basic principles deal with the 
philosophical area of axiology·, metapeysics, and epistemology. 
6o 
Closel\v related to these first principles of a pb.Uosophy of Ohrist:isn 
Education is ·the or goal of Christian Education. 
of ~·1can Protestantism has had influence on the vn.•Lo4-'U'"'"''I,)!lU.<:;;"' 
Chr:tst.ia:n Education. The content-centered phUosophy holds tr..at 
the lea1•ner· wlll do right i£ he kr.tows t·ight. He what 
is right through the memorisation of certain faets. The experience-
een.tered philosophy euggests that the learner will learn only those 
·thinga whieb. he feels b.e needs to laJ.OWo The methods and prooedures 
built on each philosopb;y are distinct yet neither v.lew must be 
wboU;r rejected. 
CHAPTER V 
A BASIC THEOLOGY A!<c'D PHIIDSOPHY FOR EVANGELICAL 
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
A BASIC THEOLOGY Ali!D PHILOSOPHY FOR EVANGELICAL 
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION 
Having e:x:amined the two pb.Uosopbieal systems wMc.h eon-
tent-centered and life-centered methods have been buUt, it must be 
realized that the Christian educator cannot take an "either/or• posi• 
tion. doing this he is £orced L"Ato the limitation of one view w1. th 
the possibility of its extreme conclusion. 
fhis writer feels the necessity of a clear statement of his 
theological position, both for the defense of his own position and as 
a nom for the evaluation 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the distinctive 
points of Evangelical theology. These wlll :form the basis for a 
statement of a philosophy of christian Education. 
I. DISTINCTIVE THEOLOGICAL ELE:MENTS 
There are aweral :major elements that are distinctive to the 
Evangelical theological position. These are defined and examined in 
following paragraphs. 
Bible. One of .......... .,,,,. elements is the view b.eld regarding the 
Bible. The Bible the revealed Word of God. Tb.e Scriptures accepted 
as canoni~l by the earJ..v Christian ehurob. are th.e autb.oritstive rule 
of faith and p:r.actiee. It is dynam.ieally inspired by the Holy Spirit, 
va.o also ill'l:lmines the reader to understand the revealed :rressage o:r 
God. In it is 1•evealed the onl;r true message and w.a.-;1 of salvation fer 
all mankind. Itt; acceptance as the basis of Christian belief .ar.id 
doct~.na is foundation of the Evangelical position. 
s. J. Gamertsfelder lr.rites to this pointa 
The idea that God has g1V$n us a special revelation in the 
canonical books of the Old and New Testamenta intended to serve 
us as an authoritative guide for faith 1nd conduct, we accept 
as a fundamental truth in our theology. 
He writes in another placet 
The Bible is a record o£ God's revelation intended to instruct 
1nen in the way of life. God gave His Word by special revelation 
for this purpose. We accept it as our infallible rule of faith 
and conduct and the cb.ief source of theology. We hold the doc-
trine of the inerrancy of the Bible in this sense: The Hol3 
Scriptures give us the record of a revelation of the will of God 
in so far as it is necessary for us to know :tt for our salvation, 
so that wna·tiaoever is not contained therein, nor can be proved 
thereby• is not to be enjoined on anyane2as an article of faith or as a doctrine essential to salvation. 
This element is not o~ basic to the Evangelical view but is essential 
to the understanding of all t.he theological points of Christian tb.ool• 
Christoloe:.t• A second distinction is the acceptance of the 
orthodox views regarding the person of Jesus Christ. In the prologue 
of John's Gospel there a full Biblical statement of the doctrine of 
the incarnation of Jesus a •And the Word beoall'le £la sh and dwelt among 
us, full of grace and truth; and tie beheld hie glOZ"".f as of the only 
Son from the Father.• (John 1:14, RSV) ln :tncar~1ation the Son of God 
'!! ~. J. Gamertsfelder1 §z:l!llt~·!iio TheolOf~• P• 87. 
2~•.t P• 124. 
joined Himself in inseparable union -vrl.th h'W'IISn nature, and that union 
of the divine w:i. th the human resulted in one pe:rson.l The human and 
divine natU:res were perfectly and inseparably united in one person-
ality. The danger of heresy was the acceptance of the emphasis on 
one nature to the deference of the other. The church carefully guarded 
itself against heretical views with the clear statement of the Chal.ce-
danian Greed that there must be neither a division of the person nor 
a confusion of the nstures.2 The necessity of this view is essential 
to the Evangelical view of :redemption through the atoning death of 
Jesus Christ. 
~ ~rini.~. Another distinctive element is the doctrine of the 
Trinity. The Trinity of the Godhead is a vital doctrine of' Christ:tan-
i~, firmly rooted in the sacred Scriptures. Because Jesus participated 
in the essence o£ the Godhead, the Christian ob.uroh maintained a 
monotheistic vie1t1 by stating the doctrine of the Trinity. The 
orthodox view of tile church is best expressed in the A.thanasian 
Creed and Stmml8l'i$ed as follows: 
• • • tile evangelical doctrine affirms that tbe Godhead of one 
substance, and that in the unity of· this substance there are 
three subsistences or persons; and f'urtb.er, tb.at this must be 
held in such a nuuumr as to not divide tb.e substance or contuse 
thePersons.3 
This practical doctrine binds together the plan of redemption: 
God the Father sent His Son into the world to redeem U$J God 
.....,.. 11 *I •• Jt I 
llbid., P• 235. 
-
211. Orten Wiley, Christi.an '!,heolog, II, 157f. 
3Ibid. 1 I 1 432. 
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the Son became incarnate in order to save USJ and the Holy Spirit 
applies the redampti ve work to our souls. The Trilli ty 1 there-
fore, is vitally involved in the work of redemption • • .1 
l'1:sn. The consideration of man is another element. Man was 
-
made in the ima.s;,o .92! as a rational, free, moral being. Freedom of 
will, 1. e., freedom to act contrary to the will of the Creator, is 
a necessar,r eondi tion of moral personality • Man • s idea of obligation 
is rooted this freedom. He knows himself free to choose his path 
in the realm of morality. He realizes that in moral freedom he is a 
free in the sense that he himself deterrdnes his actions. 2 ttThe 
origin of si:n in the human race was due to the voluntar.r self-separa-
tion of man from God.•.3 Sin began in man's 1dllful rebellion against 
the Creator. in his sL'lful condition is living in moral revolt 
against Goa. But. as a :moral 
responsible t~ resrJOnd to the grace 
Evil. This J.e!j,ds to the final distineti ve element. The problem 
-
of evil is overcOllle in Christian phUosophy by the promise of redemption 
through Jesus Christ. Redemption is made possible through the atonL"'lg 
death of Chri~rt.. Fal~en man aan be restored to a right rel,Eitionsb.ip 
with God through obedience and commitment to Christ. There must be 
a personal repentenee, a personal C:H>IIiiliit.'1lent to the Lordship of Cbrl.st, 
a moral re£o:n~a1;ion1 a reorie.."'ltation of th;e focus from self God., 
1Ibid.1 I, .394. 
2oam.ertsfelder, .2£• £!1•, P• 3M • 
.3w:Ue;y, .21?.~ ill•• II, 73. 
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This conversion experience is the process by which the individual 
turns from sin to salvation. As man tums to God., through. grace, he 
is regenerated in Christ. Thus conversion in its truest scriptural 
meaning is the pivotal point on which Evangelical theology revolves.l 
These elements are the distinctive points of the hirangelical 
theology. These, then are the norms by which this position is dis-
tinctly different from all other positions, and by which. other views 
and positions may be evaluated and judged. 
U. A PHILOSOPHY OF CHRIS1'IAN EDUCATION 
Having stated the norms of th.e Evangelical position, there is 
need for a statement of the philosop~ of Christian F..du.eation based 
upon. this theological position. The statement of this philosophy of 
Christian Education is limited to the essential elements. 
The defining elements of a philosophy of Christian Education 
used in this section follow the pattern used in the previous chapter 
in the examination of other philosophies of education. There must be 
a definition of Christian Education ard tfhat it is. This is deter-
mined by the aim of what Christian Education ought to accomplish.. The 
logical developments of the methods and content to be taught and 
learned based upon the stated aims of Christian Education are ax.mnined 
in the following two chapters. 
Aim. of Christian Education. Underlying Christian Education is __ ........., .................................................... .... 
the aim that the individual will come to a right relationship with God 
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through Jesus Christ, and that he will mature in the Christian way of 
lite. Education that is Christian involves the conversion experience 
and the following maturing Christian lite. Although knowledge is 
transmitted, there is the factor of receiving that knowledge and acting 
accordingly. Because this relationship is a dynamic interaction be-
tween God and man, the Hol;r Spirit often uses the knowledge taught and 
learned to be the means to the beginning of the Christian life. 
That there is need of teaching and training after one has enter-
ed the divine-human relationship cannot be d~. It is here that an 
emphasis is needed on the maturing, developing, and growing of that 
relationship. LeBar deals w1 th this problem when she wri teat 
••• we see that the pupils must have a larger place in the 
educational process, for it is they who must have dealings 
with the Lord; they must cb.ange tbeir daily conduct, tb.ey must 
grow in grace. Our problem is to bz•ing tb.em to cnp.st, help 
tb.em grow in Cb.rist, and send tb.em out for Christ. 
The purpose, tb.en., may be stated tb.at Christian Education is 
that process which Je ads men in a maturing knowledge and understand:tng 
of the Christian life, which invloves commitment to Christ and further 
learning and maturing. This purpose may be diagrammed in the form of 
a triangl$ with. three equal and related aimst to win persons to Christ 
through personal commitment and conversion; to teach, both. as the b4U!lia 
for commitment and for Christian maturing; and, to train persons for 
the responsibilities of the Christian way of life. 
This aim is built upon three elements of philosoplzy' 1 episte-
mology 1 metaphysics 1 and axiology • 
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!Pistemologz. The evangelical believes that man is able to 
know God. This is possible because God has disclosed Himself in a per-
sonal, dynamic revelation in the sacred Scriptures and through Jesus 
Christ. In answering the question, had Gild spoken to man, and does He 
continue to communicate with men, J. D. Butler states that revelat.ion 
••• may be properly described as God speaking to man. But it 
is the Word ot God more in the :mode of God speaking swai ting 
response than in tba mode of a word which tells all there is to 
know about God ••• In the most evident and objective form, this 
Word is the Bible. In its most vital ••• form, it is the £ne 
who became historically immediate to man in the Incarnation. 
Thus it is possible for man to know God through His self-disclosure. 
Metap&sics. The Ultimate Reality of Christianity is the God 
revealed in the sacred Scriptures. In describing the relations of 
philosop~ to theology, Gsmertsfelder suggests a metep~sical premise: 
•• • philosop~ joins theology in its endeavor to relate prop-
erly the universe to its Creator, infinite God • • • It 
attributes whole univers~, in existence, in plan and in end1 
to the one Supreme Being,~• • • it attributes all to the one God 
who is the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom, for whom 
unto whom. all things were made and have their being,. 2 
AxiOlo£1• The system. of value, and more especially ethics, is 
based upon the two preceeding points. Human conduct is determined 
the acceptance of the standard of the revelation of God, as suggested 
through the objective Scriptures. H~~ quotes another writer, "the 
first thing to be said concerning Christian ethics is that it cannot 
be separated from its religious founiation.n3 
l:sutle!:l •. Four .fhiloso;eh:Les. ~ !.~e~;r- Practice ~ Education and 
Religion, P• !;>44. 
2Gamertsfelder1 ~· ill•' P• 21. 
lcarl F. H. Henr,r1 Christian Personal Ethics, P• 189. 
In St!li1Ml7 1 this chapter stated a phUosopey of Christian 
Education based upon the distincti\re elements of the Evangelical 
theological positio~ The revelation of r~ is the basis for the 
theological elements, and the presupposition for the philosophy of 
Christian Education. 
The logical developments of content and methods based upon the 
findings and statements this chapter are discussed in ·the next 
chapters on elective curriculum and small group methods. 
VI 
CUfu"1IOtr1ill1 J.i'OR YOUNG ADUl';TS 
CHAPrER VI 
EL&;TIVE CURRICULUM FOR YOUNG ADULTS 
This chapter is intended to snow the progression from theor.y 
to practice. The proposed curriculum. procedure examined here is 
dependent on the statements of Chapter V. The philosophy of Christian 
Education stated in the previous chapter• built on the Evangelical 
theological position, is the basis for this proposed curriculum. for 
young adults. 
The purpose of this chapter is to examine the elective curric-
ulum aB a procedure to be used in young adult Christian Education. 
I. DEFINITIONS OF ELECTIVE CURRICULUM 
The methods of Christian Education presuppose some content to 
be learned. The curriculum is composed of all the experiences and 
activities that will enable the learner to reach the intended aim or 
goal of Christian Education. Through the use of this curriculUJII. 
pattern, areas of need may be enriched through elective courses. 
The elective curriculum is made up of units of study selected 
by a group undertaking one subject for a period of time. These 
groups are sometimes known as short-term i:nterest groups. 
The units of study are built to meet the interests and needs 
of the participating members. These needs, interests, and deaires are 
somewhat constant :t.n young adultsr. However, e@u.all;r true is the tact 
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that ;yo'l.U'lg adults are in a process of maturing, and these and 
interests are changing. It has been observed that these particular 
needs 1 interests 1 and desires varr according to the adult's responsi-
bilities, associations, and level of raaturing.l Because o£ the 
uniqueness of each you.ng adult as a person care must be exerted to 
discover what studies are needed by young adults, if the curriculum 
is to be kept relevant to each person in the group. 
The elective curriculum is a procedure for.enriching the total 
curriculum of the church. These units of study must meet the criteria 
of tb.e curriculum as stated the local church through its committee 
on Christian Education. 
II. THE CRITERIA OF ELECTIVE CURRICULUM 
Proposing such a step for young adult does not destrqy the 
total curriculum program of the churot11 but it is the basis £or the 
enriching of the present curriculum. Developed an the foundation 
Scriptural content, the following elemants wUl considered as a 
basis for tne curriculum o£ the local churcht 
(1) An understanding of the basic doctrinal position. 
(2) An understanding o£ personal spiritual culture .• 
(.3) An understanding o£ churchmanship. 
(4) An understanding o£ church Jlem.bership. 
(S) An understanding of the pattern or church organization.2 
lJ. D. Montgomeq1 "Elective Coursf.;s for Adul.ts,tt !2.! !!etha!ii: 
Guide. P• 28. 
2Protessor Robert D. Bennett, of Western Evangelical Seminary, 
in a class lecture 1 81The Church and Its Curriculum,» Februar;r 19$9., 
Permission to quote granted. 
An elective curriculum will be the means of enriching in order to 
reach the objectives of the curriculum in the local church. 
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Elective courses are constructed with the purpose of supple• 
menting the Christian Education curriculum of the churches. It must 
conform to the following eriteriat 
(1) The courses must be Biblical both in text and context. 
(2) The courses must meet the interests and needs of the 
individuals. 
(3) The courses must be planned and controlled. (4) The courses need constant evaluation. 
($) The courses must not be static or stereotYJed.l 
There cannot be haphazard selections of elective courses 
offered to young adults in Christian Education. Besides meeting 
the above criteria, the elective courses must fit into the total 
curriculum pattern and meet the qualities of good curriculum:: com.-
prehensiveness, balance, snd sequence.2 
In order .for a curriculum to be comprehensive it must contain 
all the elements and aspects necessar.y for reaching the stated goals 
and aim.s for sdul t Christian Education as defined by the local church. 
A balanced curriculum not only includes all the elemcm.ts but it 
also relates these areas to each other in a proper proportion. 
A good curriculum involves a fom of organization and sequence. 
A satisfactar.y curriculum does not consist of a fragmentary collection 
ot courses, but the interrelatedness and progression towards the 
libid 
-· 
2A Guide for Curriculum in Christian Education. Chicago 
National-Cou"ncl'l01 b'liurches 'o:tC'b:rist in the u. s. I., Division 
o£ Christian Education, Spacial Committee on the Curriculum Guide, 
PP• 44-48. 
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intended goal., 
In selecting elective curriculum the courses to be included 
must meet the requirements of these criteria, and be seen as a method 
for the purpose of enriching the total curriculum of the local church. 
III. EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF ELECTIVE CURRICULUM 
Within the areas of adult interests and needs 1 there are maJV 
possible subjects which could be used as the basis for young adult 
elective courses. An examination of some that have bean used or aug-
gested in other areas of adult Christian Education may be adopted to 
meat the curriculum requirements of the local church. 
One writer lists several appropriate areas where an elective 
course could be used as an effective method of enriching the total 
curriculum and meeting an aroused interest: 
A group of mothers of small children may suddenly discover 
that they are all being bombarded with questions about God. For 
a period of five or six weeks, until these mothers are satisfied 
that they are more able to interpret God to their children, they 
may gather together in a home, at the church or in the pastor's 
study for an hour on one morning a week to explore the nature of 
God and how to interpret him to small children. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
As the spring months approach, parents of teen-agers become 
aware of the fact that they need help in knowing how to plan 
wholesome social activities for the young people. For a period 
of a few weeks such a group may wish to come together to dis-
cover what the opportunities are for recreation with youth, what 
some ot the games are that youth enjoy, what equipment may be 
needed, and how they can direct their youth into wholesome group 
activities. 
A group may become interested in finding out about a partic-
ular country in another part of the world. Such a group may 
come together to examine and to review books and interpret lite 
in that particular country. Such reading interests may develop 
in connection with the .foreign missions study. They- may develop 
in eor1l:1.ection wl.. tn a world situation. It may be that whatever 
is the headline in international news may become a point of 
interest to a group. In that case a short.tenn reading group 
ndght be developed.l 
A pastor saw the need of enriching in the adult department of 
his church Sunday sc "lool through the use of elective courses. A news 
item records the e.xperilnen"ta 
An experiment was begun October 1st at Central Church, Chicago. 
All adult and college age classes were dissolved. For the fall 
quarter, classes have been offered in the following subjects. 
•sunday School .Adndidstration,• •survey of Genesis,• 'Old Testanent 
Survey,' 'The Christian Home,' and 'Church Music.' 
Members signed up in advance for the subject they wanted to 
take. Some dieb.ards were sure it wouldn't work, but so far 
greater interest ~han ever has been manifest in the adult depart-
ment.2 
It seems that the use of elective curriculum offers an oppor-
tunity to meet the needs as well as the interests of young adults. 
There are many other examples of what local churches have done with 
the elective curriculum. 
IV • BENEFITS OF ELECTIVE CtJRRICULUM 
Besides the values of elective curriculum to meet the interests 
and needs of young adults, there are other benefits which may influence 
the choice of elective curriculum. 
There are benefits in the areas of administration. Elective 
curriculum could be used in churches as a method of grading the adult 
group or department. If courses are prepared tlfith needs and 
lnoris P. Dennison,. .!!:! Church Educates Adults, p. 61. 
2ttDaring Pastor Experiments,• !!.§!Link, January 19571 P• 6. 
interests in mind, adults will most likely choose those courses in 
their interest areas. 
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Many- teachers of adults make the presentation in the class 
period unattractive. As one writer said, these teachers suffer from 
•ttrepeatitis, t an inflammation of the ingenuit,-.$tl Instead of a 
patterned teacher-dominated lecture series that usually benefits the 
teacher more than it does the class, elective cnurses offer areas of 
interest to young adults. 
In medi~ized church Sunday schools that have difficulty 
keeping an adequate teaching statf for adults1 elective courses help 
to solve the problem. It is much easier to obtain the services of a 
teacher to work with a group of young adults in a specialized or 
i.rrt.erest area. Trained pa:t~sonnel have an oppar'f:.uni ty to se:r'Ve on a 
short-term teaching basis. These same people may never be available 
for a long term or an indefinite assignment.2 
One other benefit is that elective courses cost leas. In the 
begim:dng they 1nay be mo:t•e expensive, but over a period of time tb..ey 
will be cheaper because they may be used over again.J 
These are some of the side benefits of the use of elective 
courses, beside the values of meeting the interest and needs of young 
adults. 
lJoseph Ray ~'bite, "Use Special Courses,n .!!!! ~e~ha,m; Guide 
P• JO. 
2Ibid • 1 P• 31. 
~itb. Tiller Osteyee, Teachini Adul~, P• 54. 
In summary elective curriculum consists of units of selected 
study chosen by a group. This is a procedure used to enrich the total 
curriculum of the church. Elective courASes cannot be built 
haphazardly'J thq must adhere to specified criteria. The courses must 
be in the scope of the total curriculum pattern of the local church, 
and they :must :meet the criteria of good curriculum. As the exa:mples 
showed, elective courses which meet the judgements of the criteria 
can be used in ~he curriculum. Besides the value to young adults, 
there are benefits in grading adults, selecting and using tet:chers, 
and financing in the elective curriculum. 
This chapter has examined elective curriculum as a procedure 
to be used with young adults based on the statements of the previous 
chapter. The following chapter deals with small group methods to 
be used 1a conjunction with elective courses de.t'ined in this chapter. 
CHJH~TER VII 
SMALL GROUP ~lETHODS FOR YOimG ADULT CHRISTIAN 'EDUOATION 
CHAPTER VII 
SMALl, GROUP f1£THODS FOR YOUNG ADULT GHRISTIA!i EDUCATION 
Where there is interest in adult Christian Education, new 
One o.f th~se procedures is the use of small group methods. There is 
a shifting emphasis away fro. large classes 1t.lth only one perRon talk-
~.ng, to ew.aller groups with ma:r"Llllum. gr1JUP partieipaM.on. Discussion 
supplanted lecture as the basic teaching method. This does not 
elimj.n.ate lecture methods for the dissemination of infolT.ation. The 
lecture ean used e.ffectively as tne method presenting m.~terbl to 
be 
The purpose of this chapter is to eJtamine the var:i.ous methods 
of group discussion, and the guiding principles which can be in 
young adult Christian Education. 
I. PRINCIPLES OF SMALL GROUP 11-lETHODS 
Group discussion is organized in many forms. Methods cannot be 
chosen arbitrarily. A method is best only as it fits the subject 
matter and brings it alive) it is best only as it fulfills the pur-
pose for which the method was intended. 
Sara Little suggests four guiding points: 
(l) Metb.ods are to be chosen for their appropriateness to pur-
pose, content, ages, and characteristics of the group members, 
and time available. 
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(2) Use of variety of methods can help a leader maintain interest 
in a group. But appropriateness should always taka precedence 
over variety. Never sbould a leader tr;r to use all of the me-
thods be can use in any one study session I It is to be recalled, 
too., tbat effective use O'.f'methods for group study involves 
certain skills on the part of group members--not just mastery on 
the part of the leader. Occasional~, therefore, a group may 
have to stop and study a method direct~, in order to be able 
to use it successfully. 
(.3) When methods are conceived of as li'ays to help in opening 
channels or communication between individuals, freeing them to 
contribute and to benefit tram contributions of others, the.Y 
become something more than "techniques to secure participation.• 
Or, rather, they become ways of helping make participation pos-
sible on a level that is deep and re~1. Actuallf, they are 
si."'ply ways in which people work together • • • 
{4) The physical arrangement of the room has much to do with the 
e.ffectiveness of methods. If possible, it is well for the group 
to sit in a circle or semicircle, or around a table. • • • The 
leader sits somewhere 1n the circle, not a special table. 
A movable chalkboard is a help.~ 
II. SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION l~.ETHODS 
There are ma~ types of discussion and study groups. The fol-
lowing patterns can be used effectively in young adult Christian 
Education in the local church. 
!!!! &rou~s. One of the best ways of fostering maximum partic• 
ipation in a large group is by means of the buzz session. It was 
originally called Phillip's "661 11 because Dr. PhUlips of Michigan 
State College started the praot:tce of dividing an audience into groups 
of six for six minutes.2 The division of a group into small sub-groups 
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:tor a limited perioo of time~ with a specific thing to be done, can 
be one of the best ways to help a person enter and become a part of 
the group. Six is the usual number, but in small groups t-v1o people 
may constitute a buzz group. Chairs can quickly separated into 
small groupings, or other arrangements can be worked out. 
At t~ beginning of a new unit, a buzz group is a way to find 
the interest areas end questions to be discussed. If e passage is 
being studied, each group may read the passage and discuss the answer 
to a specific question. Beginning with each buzz group listing one or 
two of the most important facts learned, or attitudes changed, or 
other results, a unit summar,r can be developed satisfactorily through 
the use of this group method. 
The special value of the buzz group method is that it makes 
individual discussion and pooling of ideas possible in large groups. 
It also develops leadership skill among the members. 
This method is limited by the fact that the contributions are 
not likely to be very deep or well organized. There is also danger 
of over-·usi:ng the buzz group method,. 
~ &ro!e• Work groups result from the division of a group 
into smaller sub-groups like the buzz group, and are of about the same 
size. These groups stay together for longer periods of time and their 
work is broader in scope which.allows for more concentrated thinking.l 
Sometimes· a work group may continue over a long period of time •. 
It·may collect infor-mation, or organize and interpret it. The work 
group may do outside investigation. When :membel!S of the work group 
know how to study together, the group gives a real opportunity for 
every member to participate. 
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This method could be used very effectively as a means of study 
in specific areas of interest. It could be used as a method for Bible 
study with the purpose of understanding and drawing conclusions from 
a particular passage. 
q,:rou1: discussion. Real group discussion presupposes preparation 
on the part, of the me.lubers who are aware of the need for disciplined 
and purposetul thinking, and who are wUling to t<O·ork to improve their 
skills in co-operative efforts to solve some probletn1 to arrive at 
some decision, or to come to some understanding. 
There is no rigid pattern to be followed in discussion since no 
two discussions are exactly alike. However, there are three steps 
frequerttly found in discussion& de.fini tion, discussion proper 1 and 
summary.l 
The subject to be discussed is clearly stated. After giving a 
brief background or explanation, or an introduction designed to arouse 
immediate interest, the leader may wish to state in one sentence or 
questiotl exactly what is to be discussed. The statement may need to 
be modified, and tile li.mitations atated1 but people can work better 
when they know what they are discussing. 
The part is the discussion proper. A good leader will 
work out a discussion pattern and be td.lling to modifY it. He should 
8.3 
have sorne plan for getting the dis~u.ssion atart.ed, and some idea of 
the pattern of develor~ent it might follow. Alwsys listening to the 
people and reepecti11g them, seeking to make it possible for all to 
contribute and none to monopolize, he will sometimes rephrase ques-
tions1 and sometimes stopping for a brief ~ry and restatement of 
the gosl.l 
'!'here ia a summary and a conclusion to be draw. If it is 
of the group be g1:ven by the leader. 
There are :rrtaey aids i<Which w.sy be used in startiJ:1g1 or in 
stimulating new interest when attention l..ags. One the ways is the 
use of a problem eensus.2 Each member a~ters the questions raised 
on a census card. The cards are collected and the answers are tab-
ulated on a blackboard. 
A second idea is the us~ of an opinionaire.3 The members select 
the answer which best fits their opinion to the question or problem to 
be discussed. These answers become tile subject of the discussion. 
Another idea is that of 18brain1:rt.orming1 " a tem coined by Ala: 
Osborn.h· The procedure is simple. Fo:t' a period of time the members 
discuss the problem raised, putting fo~~rd their ideas, even though 
they mJjy seem ridiculous. Rules of judgement are suspended so that no 
1teBar1 Education .!.!:!!l !!_ Chriat:l.~,a; P• 161. 
2 Little, ~· tit., P• 42. 
3rbid., P• 43. 
h~}.e., P• 44. 
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member will be embarrassed or criticized. The ideas are recorded 
creative imagimr!'.ion run riot without the usual I'estraints, tends to 
loosen up the group, to enco'lu:·age suggestions, and to foster a spirit 
being criticized, the group may bring out into the open vital questions 
and new insights. ~len the group goes back to a more reasoned discus-
sion1 the ideas which. are irrelevant can discarded 1 and all members 
These discussion tecttniques can be used in group procedures ot 
all types. 
:Panel. Another tom of discussion ia the panel, in vlhich from 
three to people infor~ally· discuss SOL1e subject under the guidance 
of a rooderato:r· or panel leader who introduces the subject and keeps 
the discussiort in the subject area.l The panel may be 1nem.bers of a 
group who meet outside to work on a special $Ubject lor presentation 
to a hu·ger group. 'fh.e panel, again, may be a grou:p o:f experts invited 
in for a specific purpose. 
If the pa:t"l!611 is a c01'libination of experts and group m.erabera wo 
are responsible for finding answers to certain problems and questions, 
the panel discussion is known as a colloqu,y.2 Anothel"' variation is 
the soliloqt~ '-~ which one or two members express their thoughts or 
lsidney s. ::.~rrthe.rlL~nd 1 i'Jhen. You. Preside, pp. 124-129. __ ......., .............. , 
2t,U.tle~ .2£• ill_., P• 46. 
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insights during the progression of the discussion.l 
The panel approach is more often used with large groups, but it 
is equally valid for small groups. To see three or four persons 
actually thinking together is a stimulating experience, and often 
brings new insights to other members of the group. 
When a difficult problem is raised in a Bible study group, the 
panel approach might be used to solve the problem. A representative 
committee could plan for a panel of resource persons to bring informa• 
tion to the group. The experience of gaining new insights and under-
standing is stimulating to learning. 
:Saosium.- When several people prepare brief speeches in 
advance covering different phases of a subject, or present varying 
attitudes on some issue, the approach is a symposium rather than a 
panel.2 
A symposium be a formal and impressive way to arrive at a 
fair analysis of a subject or situation for a large group. It may 
also be a sound plan in smaller groups for the use of resource persons 
or group members who will study through some phase of a question for 
presentation to the ~1ole group. 
Lecture. A lecture may be a good method to increase partici• 
pation in a group. The speaker who can draw the attention of the 
group at the beginning, and who can progress to a definite goal, often 
causes people to respond in an active mental participation which, 
ln. M. Hall, Eznamic~ . .2! 9.:t:t!UR Action, P• 190. 
2sutherland 1 .92.• ill,., PP• 130..135. 
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though non-verbalized, leads to later effort.l 
This :method can give needed information, stimulate interest, 
and pull segments and parts together in a meaningful whole. v~en 
the lecture does what is needed to further progress in the group, it 
is not outmoded. It is possible that the lecture artieulatee the 
feeling and thinking of a group in a way that draws the members 
closer together. 
Panel, s~~osium, lecture forums. Following speeches or a panel 
group members often want an opportunity to question what has been 
said.2 In larger groups questions may need to be written out and 
colleetc~d, but, in a study group with everyone present free to partici-
pate, an informal discussion would follatie This method by which the 
group will be i.nfomed allows for partio:lpation to question and receive 
answers to upee1£ie problems. 
Listenins- teams. Like buzz groups, liat,ening teams are used 
in connection with same other method.3 The group is divided into 
several parts, each part to listen or look for something with a spe-
cific question in mind. 'rhe team m.ay meat after the presentation 
formulate their opinion about t.t~eir assignment so that it can be pre-
sented 1{) .. their spokesman, although the individual m£rmber·s may cOl:mllent 
on their obse~at1on.4 
!Little, ,22• ill• 1 PP• 48-49 • 
2Hall, .22• _ill., P• 188. 
)Ib:l.d., P• 190. 
4Little~ ~· ~·~ P• 48. 
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Circular resEonse. The members of the group are seated in a 
circle. The chairman or leader proposes the questions to be discussed. 
The discussion begins with the person at his right. That person has 
the first opportunity to express hi.s views. Then the parson at his 
right has a chance to talk. The discussion continues around the circle 
until each person has taken his turn. No member of the group can 
speak a second time until his turn comes again.l 
The circular response idea is especially valuable when a con-
troversial matter is being discussed, or when there has been difficulty 
in securing participation from members of the group. This method 
tends to :;;,')dify extreme views, at the same t.ime that it encourages tb.e 
timid person to partlcipate in tb.e group. 
The members wi.ll put the:i.r ideas into "a common pot of experi-
ence" as if it ware in the center group.2 
~l~glazins• Role•playing is tb.e identification of groups or 
individuals with other groups or individuals in order to understand 
how others feel,. It is simply the unrehearsed acting out of a problem 
by the mel!IDars of the group, so that it be clearly understood and 
visualized by the group.) The individual takes em hilmi!el:t that 
person's point of view, and attempts to see the si~~tion from that 
position. A group learns what another group said and did as they 
attempt to reproduce for themselves, through role-playing1 carta:i.n 
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experiences of the other group. 
The essential elements of role-p~g ere theseJ 
(l) The problem must in¥clve people whose attitudes, opinions, 
and feelings be defined. 
(2) The acting end the actors are unrehearsed. 
(J) The action should last only a short time--five to ten 
minutes--as long as it remains spontaneous. {4) There is no fCriptJ the action and the lines develop as the 
scene progresses. 
When the actors are briefed and rehearsed in their roles, it 
becomes a soeio-drama.2 This variation can be used as the follow-up 
to a role-playing scene. 
There are three parts in the role-playing method. First, the 
group plans and structures the role-playing scene, describing the 
situation and choosing the characters. The role-playing scene should 
be planned out in considerable detail, and a clear statement made of 
the aim. A story raay be given, with the ending to be acted out, or the 
group may set up an incident that would test the principles they have 
been discussing, or they set up a modern parallel to a Biblical 
situation. It is suggested that ~en the characters ere chosen, cere 
should be taken not to put unpopular people in undesirable roles, and 
generally not to put peeple in roles of persons too much like them-
selves. This may necessarJ1 however, until the group becomes 
accustomed to role-playing. It is important that the actors do ex-
actly what is expected of them. 
Second, the scene is enacted. This usually lasts only a few 
libid 
-· 
minutes. If people have really felt themselves into the roles of the 
persons they represent, the situation comes alive for them and for the 
group. Sometimes one part of ;·.he group is asked to identif.y with one 
actor, another part with another actor. When the point has been made 
clear, and while interest is high, the group le~der cuts the scene. 
The leader should not despair if the scene gets sway from 
control., because it has happened to mJn'ly othera.l 
Third, tb.e group discusses what has happened and often repla;vs 
the scene. The leader may begin the discussion by making inquiries 
of what the participants have learned and experienced. Then he may 
ask the group how the,y would have responded in the role. The scene 
may be replayed with the same actors, or with different ones, 
applying new insights and understanding 
brief summar.y by the leader closes the learning situation. 
There are three devices, recommended 'by one wri tar 1 which oan 
be used in the role-playing method t 
(l) Role reversals. The usual roles of the players are reversed 
For example, a parent takes the child's role and the child the 
parent's, at the table piano practice afterward. After 
the usual pleadings 1 balking, and interu.ptions the child may 
speak out, "Children can be such brats, can't they?" 
(2) Soliloquy. Between certain scenes the cllaracters speak 
out their real feelings in soliloquy. 
(3) Recast. The characters are recas* in more desirable roles, 
for example, from fighter to mediator. 
Role-playing may be useful in discovering attitudes and 
lHall, 2-e• ill• 1 P• 185. 
2Ibid., P• 184. 
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feelings, in cha11ging attitudes, il1 developing permissiveness, in 
guilding morale, in repairing done in inter-group relations~ 
and in tra1.ning both officers <J:'ld members. It. is a valuable method, 
which be used effectively with young adults in finding solutions 
to their complex problems. 
Read ina; books. Reading selected books 1 indi vidu.ally, and 
then discussing them in a group, is vslusbl.e method for young adult 
Christian Education groups. When a person reads a book with the 
knowledge that he is to discuss it with others, he often gets more 
from it. A leader :ts needf.ad who will help rsons to go deeper than 
the obvious" and -vsork at finding m llt is really t)eing seid. Through 
the reading of a book, members speak to one another in a comro.on 
lSftt"l.l.Sge.,l 
With the reading aloud or same books, the study group may 
become, for a period of time, a de11oti.oruill group. Reading books 
aloud, or listenirlg to the growi.ng number of tape and disc record-
ings, een both stimulate thinking and deepen the sense oi' fellowship 
in a group. 
Resource ,e.ersol!! !$!, materials. When information is needed, 
it can be secured tram qualified persor~. Insights and information 
oan be related by group members to their own tb.in.1dng. 
The role of a resource person must be understood if he ia to 
be used effeotively.2 It is important that resource materials should 
lt:ttt.le, ,.2E,• £.!.! • ., .p. 54. 
2!b:td., p. ''· 
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be used with a clear purpose in mind, and not with the purpose to fill 
up time. If they are to be used to promote study, they should be 
related to the purpose of the study by some appropriate introduction, 
' and used in some follow-through framework which will help members of 
the group to be actively involved in consideration of the subject. 
Experts can be brought to groups on tape recordings. nocu• 
mentar,y films are brought so that members may have firsthand 
observations. Clear and complete visualisation of Biblical or 
current life situations supply infor.mstion and raotivation. Charts and 
diagrams help clarif,r issues or developments. There are ma~ other 
resources that may be used as they help the group to reach a better 
understanding of the problem being disc.ntSsed. 
participation. Because of the unique interests and needs of young 
aduJ.ts ~1ll group methods such as the ones described in this 
chapter ean be adopted to meet these areas of interests and needs. 
These methods are subject to guiding principles which determine the 
ones most fitting .for s particular situatlon. Through the use of 
tb.ese methods and com.bi!lBtions of these methods, small groups of 
young adults gain Christian understanding and valuable leader-
ship principles1 that will provide the church with capable leaders. 
VIII 
CONCLUSION 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSION 
The problem of this study was to make an aru~lytd .. e~l 
tive examination of adult Christian Education. 
YO'I.Ulg adults have finished their formal education and have 
begun t,heir vocation, married and establi.shed t,heir homes, and have 
accepted the responsibilities of adulthood. The interests and needs 
of ada\ts are distinctive. An interest is a desire for 
knowledge and experience. A need is a usef\11 or 
is lacking, which may be so strongly desired that learner will 
put forth effort to supply tb.e lack. Single adults ax·e facing· 
major decisions in life in which the church may help and guide. They 
have vocational, social, marital, and recreational needs and inter-
ests. Married young adults are the new adjustments 
life, a family and a vocation. The ehttrob. can be of assistance j~ 
meeting the needs and interests of' young adults. Young adults who 
will make a contribution to the pro~~m o! the church should be 
enlisted by the church. There is a need for adequate young adult 
Christian Education in the local church. 
Adult Christian Edueat,ion has not always been evident in 
America • Through each of the four historical periods there has been 
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some interest in adults. Adult Christian Education in Protestant 
Europe was considered very important by the Retorm.ers. The responsi-
bility of the children's education was placed on the parents. Ma~ 
religious leaders were interested in adult Christian Education in 
Europe. In the colonial period there was little adult Christian 
Education for the laymen in the church. During the period secular-
ization• the implications of the division of church and state affected 
the educational program once controlled by the church. There was a 
growth in the secular education movement. Into this situation the 
Sunday-school had its first 1tegi:nnings in .A.merica. At this time the 
interest in adult secular education stimulated interest in adult 
Christian Education. The growth of the Sunday-school during the 
Sunday-school period was attributed to the training of ley leaders, 
the fo~ation of associations and conventions• and the development of 
a curriculum. In this period there were developments in adult secular 
education that were to have great ini~uenoe on the development of 
adult Christian Education during the contemporary period. "The adult 
department was finally incorporated into the Sunday-school. Following 
World War I adult education came into popular use. Since that time 
adult Christian Education bas been organized on the national and 
local levels. Since World War II there has been a review and eval'WI• 
tion of adult work. Adult Christian Education has received its 
greatest emphasis in the eontemporar,r period. 
In a philosophy- of Christiarl Education,. there must be a state-
ment of the first principles. These basic principles deal with 
axiology .. metaphy-sics, and epistemology., American Protestant 
theology has had Wluence on the philosophies o£ Christian Educa-
tion. Closely related is the aim or goal of Christian Education. 
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The conte:n-oentered philosophy holds that the lea mer will do right 
if he knows right. The experience-centered philosophy suggests that 
the pupil learns those things "Which he wants to know. The aims and 
first principles of two main ph:llosophies o£ Christian Education were 
examined. The methods and procedures based on these philosophies are 
distinct. However., neither view must be wholly rejected., 
One chapter stated a ph:Uosopby o£ Christian Education based 
upon the distinctive elsents o£ the Evangelical theological position. 
These elements h<>'ld that the Bible is the revealed Word of God J that 
the human and divine natures of Jesus Christ are inseparably united 
in one personality;: that the Trinity is one substance yet three 
persons; that man as a rational, free, moral being, liYing in sin 
through self-separation f'rom God, is responsible to respond to the 
grace of God which is extended to all men; that evil is overcome by 
the promise of redemption through the atoning death o£ Jesus Christ, 
and fallen man can be restored to a rigb.t relationship with God 
t~~ugh obedience and commitment to Christ. These distinctive 
elements are the norms of the Evangelical position. A phUosophy of 
Christian Education was built upon these basic elements. The aim o£ 
Christian Education is to lead man in a maturing knowledge and under-
standing of the Christian life, which. involves commitment to Christ 
and further learning and rna turing. This aim is buU t on the episte-
mology, metaphysics, and arlology of a Christian philosophy. 
An elective curriculum is composed of study lUl:.tts selected by 
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a group. When elective courses are constructed to align with criteria 
of good curriculum, they enrich the curriculum pattern of the local 
church. An elective curriculum offers administrative benefits in 
grading adults, selecting and using teachers 1 and fil:'i!ncing. 
Small group methods be used as a procedure for greater 
individual participation in yo'lll'lg adult Christian Education. There 
are certain guiding principles lrhioh must be considered in the use 
of small group methods. .Man;y types of discussion and study groups can 
be used in young adult Christian Education. Through the use of these 
m.etho<h:'l1 young adtU.ts may gain Christian understanding and val.uable 
leadership training which will provide the church with capable lead• 
ers. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
As the result of this analytical and creative study 1.11 adult 
Christian E•h1oation1 the writer arrived at several conclusions. 
The young adult group in the local chu...-reh offers a great 
potential in leadership and contribution to total church program. 
The church needs to develop a vital prograrn. of Christian 
Education to enlist yotnlg adultsp to ~n them to Christ, and to teach 
them how to in the Christian life. 
Although in the past there has been soo1e interest in adult 
Christian Education, present, in.terest in adult Christian Educa• 
tion is reaching its highest level. 
The philosophical and theological of content-centered 
and experience-centered philosophies are inadequate for Evangelical 
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Christians to hold. 
Evangelical theology is tb.e most basis 
which to build a philosop~ of Christian Education. 
J:!lective curriculum and F.r,all based on an Evan-
gelical philosophy of Christian Education appear to be excellent 
proce4ures for young adult Christian Education. 
III. RECOMMENDATION FOR li"tJRTiiER STUDY 
a result of this study. 
is of a dalimi ting statement of a theology and a 
philosophy of Christun Ech:.ct;rtion from. a lrlesleyan-Aminitn Evan~elical 
theological viewpoint. 
be written 
frorfl the ~"Nangelical position. 
'I' here should be an extensive s.urvey of eleoti ve curriculum 
available in young adult Christian Education. 
The development of an entire elective curriculum to be used in 
local eburch '!trould be of value in young adult Chris-
tbn E:duc~rtion. 
A !1andbook for leaders of study groups and discu.8sion .:.'""'"'w"'t!! 
should dev·eloped. 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX A 
'$AGE-GROUPS CHARACTERISTICS CHART'rl 
Tte Young People - Ages 18-2$ 
Pbzsieall;y::: 
They have matured. 
Utilize their ;youthful energy in purposet'ul aeti:vity in their 
working projects together. 
They have reached their adult height and weight. 
Plen physical activities that they enjoy. 
They are facing problems of sex. 
Integrate sex teaching into the lib ole program of the church. 
Mentally: 
They are interested in news, literature, etc. 
Establish a church librar,r. Evaluate your Sunday school papers 
to see if they are meeting tbe needs of the young people. 
Their humor is more purposefUl. 
Promote enjo.yable parties and projects for them. 
They are more critical in their thinking and :more logical. They are 
more intolerant of the imperfections of their associates. 
Continue to cultivate good attitudes toward one another. Encour-
age them in evaluating ti~mselves in relation to each other. 
They nave special interest groups. They mix natm.·ally. 
Programs must take into consideration special interests, but 
social functions should be mixed. fhey need understanding and 
insignt. 
They enjoy skill games and individual competition. 
P~sical activities snould be included in the social programs, 
but should not be over-done. 
lFrom Professor Robert D. Bennett's class lecture material 
from material furnished by the Department of Christian Education, 
Wheaton College, quoted in The Christian Educator's File, PP• 3-13. 
(Unpublished.) - -
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'!'hey- are ready to pledge their loyalty to service. 
Direct their loyalty to Cbriat az1d His work. Show them a 
service that will ad~ to theil:· future and to their p1-eaent life 
activities. 
They recognize authority and seek direction. 
Provide leadership that can give tactful suggestions. Be a 
friend rather than a director. 
They are conscious of public opinion and accepted modes of behavior. 
Find good things about t.hem to encourage. Know ·t.he level about 
the achievement of each individual. Set goals they can reach. 
They are less critical of social sJ.tuations,. 
Plan programs for developing good social attitudes. 
EmoM~?.:~~l]:y: 
They have developed more emotional control. 
Seek to have them makeil the decision to hav1a the Holy Spirit ·take 
complete eontrol o£ their lives. 
The'J' can now think through t.he1.:t• :responses. 
f't>ovide an ilwenti ve for self-control. Use every response in 
tb.e prog:x•am. 
Emotional experience :must be used brougbt under control 
£or the use or the Lord. ProvS.de Gospel teams. Organize 
committees to ~~rk on projects. 
They h~.ve a th£Jfinite :rationalization ox· r~tt.ionallzation of reli-
gious thought. 
Give the1:u the vision of :t•espor.w;:tbil:l ty of their place 
:ll'l the work o:r the local, nat:tonal. inten:ultional work of His 
kingdom. 
They have gx•eat ima:r expx·ession and 
Gi ire the pl"'inciples t.o tl:'.e ehoi;1e ot' a ·vocation 
and the choice of a life partner .... a choice that pleasing to 
God,. 
They desire an understanding of religious e~erience. 
Encourage them. to pr:!Jif in i11 joy as well as 
i.'t1 ~Sorrow:. their fun es well a~ 
1'he Adult "" 
Phzsicagz: 
They stepped growing, but desire activity. 
Plan recreational activities occasionally. 
They have habits that they have carried from youth. 
Encourage good Bible study. 
Plan interesting and worthwhi1e projects. 
Tb.oy sometimes have a nervousness that may come from their unwilling-
ness to go snead because they nave been pushed, or an unwilling-
ness that may be ·traced back to their home conditions .. 
Give them a project that they want to do that thq enjoy doing,. 
Their ability to memorise has reached its peak, but it can be 
stimulated,. 
Provide an adequate program the chlll'(J~b 
Have a memor.r work chaiman for age groupo 
The.y have the ability of developing a taste for higher learning. 
Suggest classes of occupational training and opportunities of 
learning abailable to them in your localit;r. 
They are independent in tb.eir attitudes. 
Utilize their knowledge and ability in the service of tb.e church. 
'l'b.ey are developing as outstanding leaders. 
Provide leadersb.ip training in tb.e cb.urch program. 
SociaY:z: 
They b.ave a widening interest in t«>rld affairs. 
Encourage discussion groups at their programs. 
· Help them to see the Christian view. 
They are in positions of leadersb.ip, or are s~ in taking such posi-
tions. 
Give them opportunity to lead a social or a meeting. Assure 
tb.em of your help if they need· it. 
They are prone to be jealous of someone if they can do a better job. 
Stress their being humble followers, willing to give encourage-
ment to those lilo are working. 
Their aims and goals o£ social standing have been made. 
Encourage them to live within their means and to be individtu~ls1 
rather than to try to be sometbibg they are not and cannot be. 
Em.otionsYi£: 
Tb.ey have responsive emotions and inn8r satisfaction. 
Worsb.ip :is their greatest means of emotional outlet. Remember 
this in planning your program. 
'l'ney nave dreams and anticipations that are coming true. 
Give them en opportunity to help other young people who are 
planning their future. 
They ere prone to nave a fear for the future and besetting worries. 
Encourage good Bible study and prayer as individuals md in 
groups. 
Spirituallz: 
Tne.y b.ave religious thoughts and beliefs that have been reconstructed. 
Have a paper in which you recommend good literature. 
ll.l 
They are unwilling at ·t.itnes, to Illake sdjuatJ;wnts. 
Pray definitely tnat God will deal 'W'it."l t.hwn and will shovt them 
His best. 
EnCourage persons of a pleasing Christ-like nature ·~ visit them 
They have a zeal to do good. 
List projects in which the,y may participate. 
APPE~IDIX B 
IDEAS LIS'£ED FOR IMPROVING ADULT STUDY1 
One of the workshops held in connection vi tb. the Tenth 
Assembly's Young Adult Conference at Montreat in 1956 dealt with the 
Twenty-three young adul.ts participated this workshop under the 
leadership of the Rev. and Mrs., Richard B. Hardie of Little Rook, 
Arkansase This group sought to discover some helpful ideas con-
cerning what an adult class can and ought to be on the basis of its 
understanding of the needs of adults and on the basis of the oppor-
tunity for a study program usus~ available in the Sunday morning 
church school 1n most local churches. 
Believing that the ideas which were developed would be helpful 
to other leaders of adult study groups, the findings of this workshop 
are listed below. While the fir~ings of this workshop have been 
edited slightly for the sake of clarity, these ideas are basicsl~ 
the product of the ereati ve thinking of this group of twenty-three 
young adults. Of course, not all of these ideas ma:; be useful in 
each local church, and the leaders of each local group of adults will 
need to be selective in using this list; but it is likely that each 
local group of adults will find a few ideas which 11.till serve to 
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strengthen its program of adult studies. 
(1) Rotate of teachers in the adult class, preferablf each thirteen 
weeks, thereby giVing each teacher a rest periodically and the class 
an opportunity to hear more than one approach to the subject matter. 
(2) Teachers should be drawn from among the ac;iult class itself. 
(3) Set up a "continuing leadership course" whereby in time each 
member of the class would eventually be able t.o teach. 
(4) Impress upon teachers that lessons should be prepared well in 
advance, and not "the night befo:·e.!' 
(5) Stress the value of class discussion, showing its superiority to 
th.e old method of listening to a "lecture• and the "dead" ~ital of 
the Uniform Lesson. 
(6) lUike class discussions a 'llnique experisnoe rather tb.an. the 
imitation or duplication of a worship serviceJ i.e., teaching 
(didaehe) to be its main aim, not proclaiming (~zygk1a). 
(7) Form. a Cammittee of Christian Education in the local church for 
the purpose or evaluating the present progra~its weaknesses and 
possibilities. 
(B) Appoint an !!Adult Council" to mrk l1ith the local Committee ot 
Christian, Education, thus relating adult work to the whole program of 
the local church rather than having it become a "movement" with 
itself. 
(9) Teach the adult class that it is a part o£ the church school, 
rather than an independent unit in a 'Sunday school." 
(10) Establisn a curl"ieulum committee to analyze lesson materials 
being used. 
(ll) Curriculum should be person-centered and not lesson-centered. 
(12) Use "interest-finders" to determine the needs and interests of 
tile group. 
(13) "Get across" to each adult that he is important to the class and 
that he can raake a significant contribution. 
(14) Use some "elective courses" rather than slavishly following the 
Uniform Lessons Series, thus providing a continual renewing ot 
interest in the class and the use of a variety ot materials. 
(15) Familiarize the class with the numerous sources of information 
made available by our Church. tnrough its b~-u'ds and agencies. 
(16) Maintain a worship librar.y in the local church for use by 
adults. 
(17) Oonal,der the possiblity of a person's writing out a lesson or 
worship guide for someone else to read when the writer is too shy at 
first to recite or teach. 
(18) Promote a better understanding of exactly what "adult work" 
includes) i.e., the adult class does not need to have a "project," it 
rather should engage in the projects of the church as a whole. more-
over, it does not need to raise mone.y for itself, rather it should 
give its major contribution through the church as a whole. 
(19) Entitle the class as being an "Adult Class" but never the "Young 
Adult Class'• to avoid confusion and later complications. 
(20) This "Adult Class" should never tr.y to impose its ideas or 
methods upon the older adults of the local church, for their needs 
may be quite different. 
(21) This "Adult Class" should never crowd out the older adults in 
the church but should give them a sense of belonging by co-operating 
with them. in every type of activity possible. 
(22) A visitation committee should be formed in the class to oall on 
inactive or disinterested members. 
(23) In some oases, the Church must "be taken !2_ people" as well as 
"people being brought to Church, M which can be accomplished through 
hospital visitation, thi dedication of' a new home, or a fellowship 
hour or a neighborhood prayer meeting in aomeone'a home. 
(24) The Adult Ol.Ei ss should share ita experiences with nonbelievers 
as well as the members oi' the groupJ i.e., "lay evangelism." 
(25) Plan f'or a 15-minute or 20-milmte "eof'i'ee break" between church 
school and morning worship to facilitate more fellowship. 
(26) An Adult Class should never be named after a teacher or any 
living individual. 
(27) Group therapy and group dynamics are best realized when the 
class is not "dominated" or monopolized b.1 any one person. 
(28) The Adult Class is in a favorable position to co-ordinate the 
work of' other groups such as the young people and children. 
(29) The basic purpose of the Adult Class is to help persons grow in 
Christ-likeness together and to relate the learning experiences 
together to everyday lives. 
ll5 
(.30) Careful attention should be given to how the available time is 
spent •len the class convenes; a better use of time is great~ 
desired. 
APPENDIX C 
TWO GENERAL SCHOOLS OF TiiOUGHTl 
IDEALISTIC SCHOOL 
Monistic Idealism. The basis of 
such spiritual philosophies as 
Pantheism, Christian Science, 
Unity, etc. 
Dualistic Idealism. Theor.y 
moat nearly in barmor.w with 
orthodox Christianity. 
MATERIALISTIC SCHOOL 
}fonistic Materialism. The basis 
of atheism, b:wnaniam, natural-
ism and kirtdred beliefs. 
Sualistic Materialism. The 
basis of evolutionism, mechan-
ism., rationalism, etc. 
Ethics 
Indeterminia. Allied with pur-
posive psychology and the 
Christian view of freewill. 
Determ.in:l.sm. Allied with mech-
anistic psychology, material-
istic belie:ts and auiiomatism. 
Epistem.ologz 
Faith. The Christian approach 
to ultimate truth. When ~
with reason and experience it 
is rational. When uncontrolled 
it eventuates in ~stioal cults 
of doubtful worth. 
Skepticism. Employing only rea-
son it eventuates in :rational-
imn, evolutionism, humanism.1 
agnosticism and atheism. Em-
pluying experience it produces 
sensationalism, naturalism, 
empiricism, experimentalism, 
positi,rlsm., and pragmatism. 
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